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I. INTRODUCTION

On 3 to 13 Dec 1990, source emission testing for particulate and visible
emissions was conducted on coal-fired boilers 3, 4 and 5 at the Grissom AFB
Central Heating Plant by the Air Quality Function of the Air Force
Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory (AFOEHL). This survey was
requested by 305th CSG/DE through HQ SAC/SGPB to determine particulate
emission compliance status with regards to Indiana Administrative Code, Title
325 - Air Pollution Control Board, Article 5, Opacity Regulations (325 IAC 5),
and Article 6, Particulate Regulations (325 IAC 6). (Appendix A) Personnel
involved with on-site testing are listed in Appendix B.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Background

On 7 Nov 1986, the Director, Air and Radiation Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region V, issued a notice of violation
(NOV) to Grissom AFB for violation of 325 IAC 5, Opacity Regulations. The NOV
was based on information submitted by the State of Indiana Department of
Environmental Management and the EPA. Observations indicated that oil-fired
boiler 1 and coal-fired boilers 3 and 4 (boiler 5 was out of service during
the State Observations) were out of compliance with respect to visible
emissions.

To demonstrate and maintain compliance with 325 IAC 5 and other rules
set forth by the Indiana Air Pollution Control Board, EPA, Region V required
Grissom AFB to: (1) conduct stack particulate emission testing on boilers 3,
4 and 5 (when operational) as specified in Title 40, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 60 (40 CFR 60), Appendix A, Reference Method 5, (2)
determine visible emissions from boilers 1-4 and 5 (when operational) as
specified in 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Reference Method 9 and (3) request stack
testing following future major modifications to the central heating plant.

On 30 Nov 1990, a modification to the heating plant's boilers 3, 4 and
5 was completed. This compliance testing project met the Indiana Air
Pollution Control Board requirement to test after major modifications to the
central heating plant. Secondly, Grissom AFB was notified by the State that
the emission limits specified during previous AFOEHL testing (Nov 87, Mar 88
and Feb 89) were erroneous. The correct emission limits are presented in
paragraph C.

B. Site Description

The Central Heating Plant operates a total of five boilers for steam
production:

Note: This report was accomplished by the Air Force Occupational and
Environmental Health Laboratory (AFOEHL), which is now the Armstrong
Laboratory, Occupational and Environmental Health Directorate.
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Steam
Boiler No. Capacity Year
Manufacturer (lb/hr) Installed Fuel

1 Springfield 40,000 1955 oil
Boiler Co.

2 Springfield 40,000 1955 oil
Boiler Co.

3 Springfield 40,000 1955 coal

Boiler Co.

4 E. Keeler Co. 40,000 1960 coal

5 Zurn Ind. 65,000 1980 coal

Coal-fired boilers 3, 4 and 5 are spreader-stoker fired units, each
having forced-draft and induced-draft fans and mechanical fly ash collection
systems. Each unit is fitted with a steam-operated soot blower to remove fly
ash and soot from the heat exchanger tubing. Boiler 5 is also fitted with an
economizer to further increase operating efficiency by preheating the feed
water using exhaust gas heat.

Air pollution control consists of individual multiclone dust
collectors on each boiler and an optional wet scrubber common to the three
coal-fired boilers. The multiclone dust collectors on boilers 3, 4 and 5 were
manufactured by Western Precipitation Division - Joy Manufacturing Co. The
collector on both boiler 3 and 4 is a model 9VM-1O and consists of 36
nine-inch diameter cyclonic collectors operating in parallel. The collector
on boiler 5 is a model 9VMU-10 and consists of 48 nine-inch diameter cyclonic
collectors operating in parallel. Each unit is located in the boiler exhaust
duct upstream of the induced-draft fan. Ash collected by the multiclones is
carried by gravity to a hopper.

The exhaust effluent from each boiler is ducted to a common breeching
and can be routed to the wet-scrubber or to a bypass stack. The scrubber is a
double-alkali flue-gas desulfurization system using soda ash (sodium
carbonate) in the scrubbing fluid and lime (calcium hydroxide) slurry for
regeneration of the scrubbing liquid. The primary purpose of the unit is to
remove sulfur from the flue gas; a secondary purpose is to remove particulates
from the flue gas. The system has two identical scrubber units, A and B, each
designed to handle 50% of the flue gas from the three coal-fired boilers.
Each unit has a 5 foot (ft) diameter stack and terminates about 70 feet above
the ground. There is no requirement at this time to use the scrubber system
because of the low-sulfur coal being used by the plant. The bypass stack has
a 5.5 ft diameter and terminates approximately 70 ft above ground level. The
scrubber stacks and the bypass stack can be seen in Figure 1. A flue gas flow
diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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C. Applicable Standards

The monitoring requirements, opacity regulations and particulate
regulations are defined under 325 IAC 3, 5 and 6, respectively. Article 3
states that emissions test shall be conducted in accordance with procedures
and analysis methods specified in chapter 40, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 60, Appendix A. EPA Methods 1-5 were used for the determination of
particulate emissions and Method 9 for visible emissions.

Scrubbers

Bypass stack B A

4,:

Figure 1. View of Scrubbers and Bypass Stack
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Article 5 states that visible emissions shall not exceed an average of
40% opacity in 24 consecutive readings or 60% opacity for more than a
cumulative total of 15 minutes (60 readings) in a 6-hour period. When
conducting a soot blowing operation, visible emissions may exceed these
standards except that visible emissions may not exceed 60% opacity nor shall
visible emissions in excess of the standards continue for more than 5 minutes
in any 60 minute period.

Under 325 IAC 6, the maximum allowable particulate emission rate from
combustion of fuel for indirect heating facilities (either existing and in
operation or with permits to construct prior to the effective date of 325 IAC
6, 26 Sep 1980) is determined by the following equation:

Pt= Cxaxh
76.5 x Q0.75 x N0.25

Where:

Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million BTU heat input
(lb/mmBTU).

C = Maximum ground level concentration with respect to distance from
the point source at the "critical" wind speed for level terrain (50 micrograms
per cubic meter - provided in standard).

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rating in million BTU per
hour (mmBTU/hr) heat input.

N = Number of stacks in fuel burning operation.

a = Plume rise factor (0.67 is used for Q less than or equal to 1,000
mmBTU/hr heat input).

h = Stack height in feet.

The limits on particulate emissions determined by the equation and
values of the variables applicable to this facility are 0.47 lb/mmBTU for
boilers 3 and 4 (operating prior to 8 Jun 1972) and 0.37 lb/mmBTU for boiler 5
(constructed after 8 Jun 1972). State regulations are presented in Appendix C.

D. Sampling Methods and Procedures

Boilers 3, 4 and 5 were tested through the bypass stack. Coordination
was made with plant personnel to try and operate each boiler at 95% capacity
or greater during testing. One of the three runs which comprised a complete
test included a soot blow; this is indicated on the field data sheets. Boiler
operating logs for the test periods are provided in Appendix D. These logs
indicate hourly steam output and coal usage. Laboratory results for the coal
analysis are provided in Appendix E. Each coal sample represents an
integrated sample collected over a particular one hour test run as noted on
the analysis sheet.

325 IAC 3 requires that all emissions tests be conducted in accordance
with the procedures and analysis methods specified In 40 CFR 60, Appendix A,

5



Methods 1-5. Therefore, test methods, equipment, sample train preparations,
sampling and recovery, calibration requirements and quality assurance were
done in accordance with the methods and procedures outlined in 40 CFR 60,
Appendix A.

Sampling ports were in place on the bypass stack and were located 2
stack diameters upstream from the stack exit and 7 stack diameters downstream
from the nearest disturbance (common breeching inlet). Based on a 5.5 ft
inside stack diameter, port location and type of sample (particulate), a total
of 12 traverse points were determined for emission evaluation. The sampling
time for each sampling run was 60 minutes, and the the sample time per
traverse point was 5 minutes. Illustration showing port locations and
sampling points is provided in Appendix F.

Prior to each emission test, a preliminary velocity pressure traverse
was accomplished and cyclonic flow was determined. For acceptable flow
conditions to exist in a stack, the average of the absolute values of the flow
angles taken at each traverse point must be less than or equal to 20
degrees. The resulting flow angles in the bypass stack for boilers 3, 4 and 5
were 6, 6 and 5 respectively.

During each sample run, a flue gas sample for ORSAT analysis (measures
oxygen, and carbon dioxide for stack gas molecular determination and emissions
correction) was taken. ORSAT sampling and analysis equipment are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. Flue gas moisture content, also needed for determination of
gas molecular weight, was determined during particulate sampling.

Particulate samples were collected using the the sampling train shown
in Figure 5. The train consisted of a buttonhook probe nozzle, heated inconel
probe, heated glass filter, impingers and pumping and metering device. The
nozzle was sized prior to each test so that the gas could be sampled
isokinectically; in other words, the velocity at the nozzle tip was the same
as the the stack gas velocity at each point sampled. Flue gas velocity
pressure was measured at the nozzle tip using a Type-S Pitot tube connected to
10-inch inclined-vertical manometer. Type K thermocouples were used to
measure flue gas as well as sampling train temperatures. The probe was heated
to minimize moisture condensation. The heated filter was used to collect
particulate materials. The impinger train consisted of the following
components.

a. first, third and fourth impingers: modified Greenburg-Smnth type

b. second impinger: standard Greenburg-Smith was used as a condenser
to collect stack gas moisture. The pumping and metering system was used to
control and monitor the sample gas flow rate. Equipment calibration data is
presented in Appendix J.

Particulate emissions calculations were done using "Source Test
Calculation and Check programs for Hewlett-Packard 41 Calculators"
(EPA-340/1-85-018) developed by the EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards, Research Triangle Park NC. This is our standard method for
calculating emissions data. Emissions calculations from the EPA programs are
found in Appendix K.

6
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Visible emissions determinations were accomplished during each sample
run. Visible emissions results are presented in Appendixes G through I.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Visible emissions averaged less than 40% for all runs except for time
periods where soot blows occurred. Soot blows did cause opacity to exceed 60%
but not for more than a five-minute period.

The table provides operating parameters for boilers 3, 4, and 5 during
testing and the resultant particulate emission rates determined from these
tests. Results indicate the three boilers emission rates were above their
applicable emission standards.

We believe that many factors contributed to the boilers not meeting their
applicable standards:

1. The heating plant's automation project had not been completed.
Therefore, plant personnel were unable to monitor and/or control the plant's
operating parameters.

2. Incomplete combustion of coal. This is possibly caused by too much
excess oxygen or the physical size of the coal.

3. Mechanical problems with the multiclone dust collectors on each
boiler.

IV. RECONENDATIONS

It is our recommendation that boilers 3, 4, and 5 be retested after the
heating plant's automation project is completed and operation optimized. All
aspects of the system (boiler, particulate control devices, etc.) should be
evaluated for proper operation prior to testing.

9
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEAOQUARTERS 305TH COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SACV

GRISSOM AIR FORCE BASE. INDIANA 46971-5000 a 0l

RZPLY TO
^IT. DE-V 2 2 AUG 1990

SUBJECT Request to Reschedule Heat Plant Stack Testing

AF OEHL/EQA
Brooks AFB TX 78235

1. Thank you for scheduling our heat plant stack emissions tests for
24 Oct 90. However, circumstances force us to request you reschedule
your tests until after 30 Nov 90 and up to 1 Mar 91. Construction delays
in the installation of new heat plant controls make testing before
30 Nov 90 unworkable.

2. Our POC is Mr. Ruel Burns, N 928-4596.

R J.oel USAF cc: 305 AREEW/JA
Comrander 305 CES/DEEC

305 STRAT Clinic/SGPB

14
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND

OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE. NEBRASKA 68113-5001 Ia

REPLY TO
ATTN. OF: SGPB 1 8 MAR 1990

SUSJECT Request for Emergency Heat Plant Emissions Testing

T AFOEEL/CC

We support the request from the 305th CSG/DE and request you give priority
to sampling the three coal-fired boilers by November 1990. Please contact
Mr. Ruel Burns, AUTOVON 928-2225, to make the initial arrangements so all
the boilers can be operating during your visit. Please respond directly to
the 305th CSG/DE and 305th Strat Clinic/SGPB. Please forward to me an
information copy of your acceptance.

O L.SCHILLER, Colonel, USAF, BSC 1 Atch
Chief, Bioenvironmental Engineering Division 305th CSG/DE Ltr, 2 Mar 90
Office of the Surgeon

cc: HQ AFSC/SGPB w/Atch
AFOEHL/EQ w/Atch
305th Strat Clinic/SGPB
w/Atch
305th CSG/DE w/o Atch

15
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS 305TH COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)

GRISSOM AIR FORCE BASE. INDIANA 46971-5000

REPLY TO 2MR19

ATTN DE 2 MAR 1990

SUBJECT Request for Emergency Heat Plant Emissions Testing

TO 305 STRAT CLINIC/SGPB

HQ SAC/SGPB
AF OEHL/CC
IN TURN

1. Request the Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health
Laboratory (AEOEHL) conduct particulate matter stack sampling of the
Grissom AFB heat plant's three coal-fired boilers by November 1990.
Sampling is necessary to demonstrate compliance with the Indiana Air
Pollution Control Board rules for particulate emissions and the recently
proposed operating permit from the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management.

2. Contrary to previous test reports, past AFOEHL sampling demonstrated
the plant emissions aren't in compliance with particulate emission limits
imposed by the Indiana Air Pollution Control Board rules. These stricter
limits were specifically placed in the most recent draft operating permit
from the state. We believe the plant can operate within the proposed
limits, but testing in November 1990 is necessary to demonstrate our
compliance. We have requested the state approve a delay in testing until
15 November 1990.

3. OurPOCisMr. RuelBu , 22225.

lonel, USAF cc: HQ SAC/DEVC
Commander v 305 AREFW/JA

305 CSG/DM

16
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1. AFOEHL Test Team
Maj Ramon Cintron, Chief, Air Quality Function
Capt Ronald Vaughn, Consultant, Environmental Quality
Capt Linda Albrecht, Consultant, Environmental Quality
Capt Robert O'Brien, Consultant, Environmental Quality
Sgt Stanley Dabney, Bioenvironmental Engineering Technician

AFOEHL/EQ
Brooks AFB TX 78235-5000

Phone: DSN 240-3305
Commercial (512) 536-3305

2. Grissom AFB on-site representatives

Lt Col David McCarthy 305 Strat Clinic/SG

Lt Ed Laferty 305 Strat Clinic/SGPB
DSN 928-3017
Commercial (317) 689-3017

David Hughes 305 CSG/DE

Marlene Seneca 305 CSG/DEEV
DSN 928-4592
Commercial (317) 689-4592

Smedley Graham 305 CES/DEMMHZ
Jim Williams DSN 928-3253

Commercial (317) 689-3253
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S-88

INDIANA AIR REGULATIONS 371:0529

period over which they are limited must be emission limitations for the emission cordance with this ro, (326 IAC 3-1).

consistent with existing applicable state points within the bubble but will have (I) Fossil fuel-fired steam generators of

rules but no longer than twenty-four (24) single overall emission limit for each pollu- greater than tvo hunJred fifty (250) mil-

consecutive hours. tant for the entire bubble. lion Btu per hour heat input capacity.

326 IAC 2-4-3 Compliance determina- (2) Bubbles including fugitive emissions (2) Nitric acid plants of greater than

tion. guidelines (defined in 326 IAC 2-2-1). three hundred (300) tons per day produc-

Sec. 3. (a) Compliance will be deter- (3) Bubbles which will include sources tion capacity, the production capacity be-
mined based on the emission limitations that are subject to a federal enforcement ing expressed at one hundred percent
and conditions established in the permits action. Federal enforcement action means (100%) acid
issued in conjunction with the bubble, an order issued under 42 USC, Section (3) Sulfuric acid plants of greater than
Compliance tests shall be performed in 7413(a), a civil action under 42 USC, three hundred (300) tons per day produc-
accordance with the test methods specified Section 7413(c), a notice imposing non- tion capacit'., the production capacity be-
in individual rules under this title (326 compliance penalties under 42 USC, Sec- ing expressed at one hundred percent
J.-\C). tion 7604. (100%) acid.
(b) Records must be kept in accordance (4) Bubbles resulting in extension of (4) Petroleum refiner- catalyst regen-

with sub-section (f) of this section and compliance dates. erators for fluid bed catalytic cracking
with 326 IAC 2-4-2(a)(9). These records (5) Bubbles not exempt from dispersion units of greater than tk~enty thousand
must be kept for a period of the length of modeling under 326 JAC 2-4-2(a)(4)(A) (20,000) barrels (eight hundred forty
the permit unless the commissioner re- and 326 IAC 2-4-2(a)(4)(B). thousand (8-40,000) gallons) per daN fresh
quires they be kept for a longer period of 326 IAC 2-4-5 Public notice; comment feed capacit).
time procedure (b) Other monitoring requirement, are
tci The ovsner or operator of an emis- Sec.5 All bubble submittals shall be contained in 326 I-AC 2-1-3(h) and 326

skin source under a bubble shall make subject to public notice and comment pro- IAC 7-1
available copies of reports to the commis- cedures as specified in 326 IAC 326 IAC 3-1-2 Compliance date
sioner or its authorized representatives 2-1-5(a)(1) and 326 IAC 2-1-5(a)(3), Sec. 21 All sources must be in compli-
upoin %,ritten request, at any reasonable and in the Clean Air Act, 42 USC. Sec- ance " ith this rule 1 32, 1 AC 3-l1 by July
ime. Ahich include but are not limited to. tion 7410(a)(2)(H). All bubble proposals I. 1978

the mture, specific emission points, and received by the state shall be submitted to 326 IAC 3-1-3 Scope of rule
totil quantites of all emission, the U.S. EPA for its comments. However. Sec 3. This rule (326 IAC 3-li set,

(di The bubble shall not exempt any only the bubbles submitted to the U.S. forth the minimum requirements for con-
oss ner. operator from complying A ith any EPA pursuant to 326 IAC 2-4-4 shall tinuous emission monitoring and record-
,other applicable rule. constitute SIP revisions. All bubbles ap- ing. These requirements include the ource

(ci No owner or operator under the proved by the commissioner will become categories to be affected: eminusio moni-
bubbie is relieved the responsibility for effective after they are approved by U.S torint recordinga and reporting requr-
achc'.ing and maintaining a reduction of EPA. ments for those sources: performance
criii-ions as expeditiously as practicable, 326 IAC 2-4-6 Effect of future emis- specifications for accuracs. reliabilirv, and
but no later than the compliance date sion limitation requirements durabilty to acceptable monitoring ss-
required under the applicable regulation. Sec. 6. Should a ness or more restrictive terns and techniques to convert emission
unles- the commissioner grants a later emission limitation, as required by the data to units of the applicable state emi,-
compliance date, board, become applicable to any source sion standard. Such data must be reported
(f VOCi emission sources subject to this included in a bubble under this rule (326 to the commissioner as an indication of

rule ( 3t, AC 2-4) shall maintain records IAC 2-4) the source's permit shall be whether proper maintenance and operat-
s, hich include as a minimum all data and modified to demonstrate reductions in to-
production information necessary to deter- tal bubble emissions equal to the reduction rao res are being utilized b\ source-~prtr ol bubblei emiission eeqeal to thrdcto
mine compliance of the process, equip- required by the nev emission standards. belors emission standards Such data ma

menit. ir process line under the bubble. 326 IAC 2-4-7 Enforceability be used directs or indirectly foraamp-

This shall include, but not be limited to Sec. 7. All bubbles shall be enforced by ance determination or an% other purpose
the followsing. the department and may be enforced by deemed appropriate b the commissioner
I I) type of VOC materials applied: the U.S. EPA as part of the SIP.
(2) VOC content of materials applied: 326 IAC 3-1-4 Monitoring require-
(3) amount of VOC material used. and ARTICLE 3. MONITORING ments for applicable pollutants
(41 estimated emission rates. REQUIREMENTS Sec. 4. (a) The owner or operator of an

326 IA(" 2-4-4 SiP reisions Rule 1. Continuous Monitoring of emission source in a category listed in this
Sc 24 S P T evon sEmissions rule (326 IAC 3-1 ) shall:
Sec 4 (a) The following types of bub--s (I) install, calibrate, operate. and main-

bles shall be incorporated in the permits 326 IAC 3-1-1 Applicability of rule tain all monitoring equipment necessary
and submitted to U.S. EPA as SIP Sec. 1. (a) Sources in the following for continuously monitoring the pollutants
rev isions categories shall continuously monitor and specified in this rule (326 IAC 3-1) for

t!I Bubbles w hich do not have fixed record emissions of air pollutants in ac- the applicable source category: and

9-9-'8 PublishW by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC., Washington. D.C 20037 39
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(2) complete the installation and per- (4) daytime business hours after the be- (C) A continuous monitoring system for
formance tests of such equipment and be- ginning of said occurrence. Information of the measurement of nitrogen oxides which
gin monitoring and recording by July I, the scope and expected duration of the meets the performance specifications of
1978. malfunction shall be provided. A tempo- 326 IAC 3-1-9(1)(B) shall be installed,

(b) The source categories and the re- rary exemption from the monitoring and calibrated, maintained, and operated on
spective monitoring requirements are list- reporting requirement of this rule (326 fossil fuel-fired steam generators or great-
ed below: IAC 3-1) may be granted, provided that er than one thousand (1,000) million BTU

(I) Fossil fuel-fired steam generators, as the owner or operator shows, to the satis- per hour heat input when such facility is
specified in 326 IAC 3-1-8(l), shall be faction of the commistioner, that the mal- located in an air quality control region
monitored for opacity, nitrogen oxides function was unavoidable and is being re- (AQCR) where the administrator of the
emissions, sulfur dioxide emissions, and paired as expeditiously as practicable. U.S. EPA has specifically determined that
oxygen or carbon dioxide. 326 IAC 3-1-8 Minimum monitoring a control strategy for nitrogen dioxide is

(2) Fluid bed catalytic cracking unit requirements necessary to attain the national standards,
catalyst regenerators, as specified in 326 Sec. 8. The sources listed in 326 IAC 3- unless the source owner or operator dem-
IAC 3-1-8(4), shall be monitored for 1-4 shall, as a minimum, meet the follow- onstrates during source compliance tests
opacit ing basic requirements: as required by the commissioner that such

(3) Sulfuric acid plants, as specified in (I) Each fossil fuel-fired steam gener- a source emits nitrogen oxides at levels
326 IAC 3-1-8(3), shall be monitored for ator, except as provided in the following thirty percent (30%) or more below the
sulfur dioxide emissions. subparagraphs, with an annual average emission standard set forth in 326 IAC 12.

(4) Nitric acid plants. as specified in capacity factor of greater than thirty per- (D) A continuous monitoring system for
326 IAC 3-1-8(2). shall be monitored for cent (30%). as reported to the Federal the measurement of the percent oxygen or
nitrogen oxides emissions. Power Commission for calendar year 1974 carbon dioxide which meets the nerform-

326 IAC 3-1-5 Monitoring require- or as otherwise demonstrated to the com- ance specifications of ).. IAC
ments; exemptions missioner by the owner or operator, shall 3-1-9(1)(D) or 326 IAC 3-1-9(1)(E)

Sec 5 Exemptions from the monitoring conform with the following monitoring re- shall be installed, calibrated, operated.
requirements of 326 IAC 3-1-4 shall be quirements when such facility is subject to and maintained on all fossil fuel-fired
granted b% the commissioner to an, source an emission standard of the SIP for the steam generators where measurements of

Shich is pollutant in question. oxygen or carbon dioxide in the flue gas
J I ) subject to new source performance (A) A continuous monitoring system for are required to convert either sulfur diox-

standards promulgated in 40 CFR 60, the measurement of opacity which meets ;de or nitrogen oxides continuous monitor-
pursuant to Section 11I of the Clean Air the performance specifications of 326 IAC ing data, or both, to units of the emission
Act, or 3-1-9(1)(A) of this rule shall be installed, standard in the SIP-

(2) not subject to an applicable emission calibrated, maintained, and operated in (2) Each nitric acid plant of greater
standard of the state implementation plan accordance with the procedures of this than three hundred (300) tons per day
(SIP) or rule (326 IAC 3-1) by the owner or opera- production capacity, the production capac-

(3) scheduled for retirement b, October tor of any such steam generator of greater ity being expressed as one hundred per-
6. 1980. pro% ided that adequate evidence than two hundred fifty (250) million BTU cent (100%) acid, located in an AQCR
and guarantees are prosided that clearly per hour heat input except where: where the administrator of the U.S. EPA
sho%, that the source will cease operations (i) gaseous fuel is the only fuel burned; has specifically determined that a control
prior to such date. or strategy for nitrogen dioxide is necessar,

326 JAC 3-1-6 Extensions of time (ii) oil or a mixture of gas and oil are to attain the national standard shall in-
Sec. 6. Extensions of the time provided the only fuels burned and the source is stall, calibrate, maintain, and operate a

for installation of monitors may be grant- able to comply with 326 JAC 5-1 and 326 continuous monitoring system for the mea-
ed b% the board for facilities unable to IAC 6-2 without utilization of particulate surements of nitrogen oxides which meets
meet the prescribed timeframe (compli- matter collection equipment, and where the performance specifications of 326 JAC
ance by Jul% I. 1978) provided the owner the source has never been found, through 3-1-9(l)(B) for each nitric acid produc-
or operator of such facility demonstrates any administrative or judicial proceedings, ing facility within such plant.
that good faith efforts have been made to to be in violation of 326 IAC 5-1. (3) Each sulfuric acid plant of greater
obtain and install such devices within such (B) a continuous monitoring system for than three hundred (300) tons per day
prescribed timeframe. the measurement of sulfur dioxide which production capacity, the production capac-

326 IAC 3-1-7 Monitoring system mal- meets the performance specifications of ity being expressed as one hundred per-
function; report 3t IAC 3-1-9(l)(C) shall be installed, cent (100%) acid, shall install, calibrate.

Sec 7. When a malfunction of any calibrated, maintained, and operated on maintain, and operate a continuous moni-
monitoring system lasts more than one (I) any fossil fuel-fired steam generator of toring system for the measurement of sul-
hour. the commissioner or the commission- greater than two hundred fifty (250) mil- fur dioxide which meets the performance
er's appointed representative shall be noti- lion BTU per hour heat input which has specifications of 326 IAC 3-1-9( )(C) for
fled by telephone, or telegraph, as soon as installed sulfur dioxide pollutant control each sulfuric acid producing facility with-
practicable but in no event later than four equipment. in such plant.
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(4) Each catalyst regenerator for fluid (NO). For nitrogen oxides monitoring sys- and operating characteristics are com-
bed catalytic cracking units of greater tems installed in nitric acid plants the bined before being released to the atmo-
than twenty thousand (20,000) barrels per pollutant gas used to prepare calibration sphere, the commissioner may allow moni-
day of fresh feed capacity shall install, gas mixtures (40 CFR 60, Section 2.1. toring systems to be installed on the
calibrate, maintain, and operate a continu- Performance Specification 2. Appendix B) combined effluent, if the owner or opera-
ous monitoring system for the measure- shall be nitrogen dioxide (NO.). This gas tor shows that measurement of the com-
ment of opacity which meets the perform- shall also be used for daily checks under bined effluents is at least as accurate as
ance specifications of 326 JAC subdivision (7) of this section as applica- simultaneous measurement of each efflu-
3-1-9(I)(A). ble. For sulfur dioxide monitoring systems ent prior to their combining in their com-

326 IAC 3-1-9 Minimum performance installed on fossil fuel-fired steam gener- mon stack.
specifications; alternative procedures ators or sulfuric acid plants the pollutant (7) Owners or operators of all continu-

Sec. 9. Owners and operators of moni- gas used to prepare calibration gas mix- ous monitoring systems installed in ac-
toring equipment installed to comply with tures (40 CFR 60, Section 2.1, Perform- cordance with the requirements of this
this rule (326 IAC 3-1) except as pro- ance Specification 2, Appendix B) shall be rule (326 IAC 3-1) shall record the zero
vided in subdivision (2) of this section sulfur dioxide (SO 2). Span and zero gases (0) and span drift in accordance with the
shall demonstrate compliance with the fol- should be traceable to National Bureau of method prescribed by the manufacturer of
lowing performance specifications. Standards reference gases whenever these such instruments; subject the instruments

(I) Performance specifications: The reference gases are available. Every six to the manufacturer's recommended zero
performance specifications set forth in 40 (6) months from date of manufacture, (0) and span check at least once dail.
CFR 60, Appendix B, are incorporated span and zero (0) gases shall be reana- unless the manufacturer has recommend-
herein by reference. and shall be used to lyzed by conducting triplicate analyses us- ed adjustments at shorter intervals, in
determine acceptability of monitoring ing the reference methods in 40 CFR 60. which case such recommendations should
equipment installed pursuant to this rule Appendix A, as follows: for sulfur dioxide, be followed: adjust the zero (0) and span
(326 IAC 3-1) except that where refer- use Reference Method 6; for nitrogen ox- whenever the twenty-four (24) hour zero
ence is made to the "Administrator" in 40 ide.'use Reference Method 7; and for (0) drift or twenty-four (24) hour calibra-
CFR 60. Appendix B. the term "commis- carbon dioxide or oxygen. use Reference tion drift limits of the applicable perform-
sioner" should be inserted for the purpose Method 3. The gases may be analyzed at ance specifications in 40 CFR 60. Appen-
of this rule (326 IAC 3-1). Performance less frequent intervals if longer shelf lives dix B are exceeded: and adjust continuous
specifications to be used with each type of are guaranteed by the manufacturer. monitoring systems referenced b. subsec-
monitoring system are listed below. (4) Cycling times include the total time tion (2) of this section whenever the ten-

(A) Continuous monitoring systems for a monitoring system requires to sample, ty-four (24) hour calibration drift exceeds
measuring opacity shall comply with Per- analyze, and record an emission measure- ten percent (10c) of the emission
formance Specification I. ment. standard.

(B) Continuous monitoring systems for (A) Continuous monitoring systems for (8) Instrument span should be approxi-
measuring nitrogen oxides shall comply measuring opacity shall complete a mini- mately two hundred percent (200%) of the
with Performance Specification 2. mum of one (1) cycle of operation sam- expected instrument data display output

(C) Continuous monitoring systems for pling, analyzing, and data recording for corresponding to the emission standard for
measuring sulfur dioxide shall comply each successive ten (10) second period, the source.
with Performance Specification 2. (B) Continuous monitoring systems for (9) Alternative procedures and require-

(D) Continuous monitoring systems for measuring oxides of nitrogen. carbon diox- ments:
measuring oxygen shall comply with Per- ide, oxygen, or sulfur dioxide shall corn- (A) Alternative locations for installing
formance Specification 3. plete a minimum of one (1) cycle of oper- continuous monitoring systems or monitor-

(E) Continuous monitoring systems for ation (sampling. analyzing, and data ing devices may be approved by the com-
measuring carbon dioxide shall comply recording) for each successive fifteen (15) missioner when the owner or operator can
with Performance Specification 3. minute period, demonstrate that installation at alterna-

(2) Any source which has purchased an (5) All continuous monitoring systems tive locations will enable accurate and
emission monitoring system(s) prior to or monitoring devices shall be installed representative measurements.
September II, 1974. may be granted an such that representative measurements of (B) Alternative procedures for perform-
exemption by the commissioner from emissions or process parameters (i.e., oxy- ing calibration checks may be approved bN
meeting such test procedures prescribed in gen, or carbon dioxide) from the affected the commissioner when the owner or oper-
40 CFR 60. Appendix B. for a period not facility are obtained. Additional guidance ator can demonstrate that such alternate
to extend past October 1, 1981. for location of continuous monitoring sys- procedures will still result in meeting the

(3) For nitrogen oxides monitoring sys- tems to obtain representative samples are specifications set forth in tables 1.1 for
tems installed on fossil fuel-fired steam contained in the applicable 40 CFR 60, opacity. 2.1 for sulfur dioxide and nitro-
generators the pollutant gas used to pre- Performance Specifications of Appendix gen oxides, and 3.1 for oxygen and carbon
pare calibration gas mixtures (40 CFR 60, B. dioxide. as contained in 40 CFR 60, Ap-
Section 2.1. Performance Specification 2, (6) When the effluents from two (2) or pendix B.
Appendix B) shall be nitrogen oxide more affected facilities of similar design (C) Alternative continuous monitoring
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systems that do not meet the spectral re- (b) For opacity measurements, the sum- curred and the continuous monitoring sys-
sponse requirements in 40 CFR 60, Per- mary shall consist of the magnitude in tem(s) has not been inoperative, repaired
formance Specification 1, Appendix B, but actual percent opacity of all six (6) minute or adjusted, such information shall be in-
adequately demonstratc a definite and averages of opacity greater than forty per- cluded in the report.
consistent relationship between their mea- cent (40%) opacity for each hour of oper- (f) Owners or operators of affected fa-
surements and the opacity measurement ation of the facility. Average values may cilities shall maintain a file of all informa-
of a system complying with the require- be obtained by integration over six (6) tion reported in the quarterly summaries.
ments in Performance Specification I may minutes or by arithmetically averaging a and all other data collected either by the
be approved by the commissioner. The minimum of four (4) equally spaced, in- continuous monitoring system or as neces-
commissioner may require that such dem- stantaneous, opacity measurements per sary to convert monitoring data to the
onstration be performed for each affected minute. units of the applicable standard for a mini-
facility. (c) For gaseous measurements the sum- mum of two (2) years from the date of

326 IAC 3-1-10 Minimum data report- mary shall consist of emission averages, in collection of such data or submission of
ing requirements; retention of records units of the applicable standard for each such summaries.

Sec. 10- (a) Owners or operators of three (3) hour period during which the
facilities required to install continuous applicable standard was exceeded. 326 IAC 3-1-11 Reduction; conversion
monitoring systems shall submit a written (d) The date and time identifying each factors
report of excess emissions for each calen- period during which the continuous moni- Sec. II. Owners or operators of affected
dar quarter and the nature and cause of toring system was inoperative, except for facilities shall use the following proce-
the excess er,;ssions. if known. The aver- zero (0) and span checks. and the nature dures for converting monitoring data to
aging periods used for data reporting shall of system repair of adjustments shall be units of the standard where necessary.
be six (6) minutes for opacity and three reported. The commissioner may require (1) For fossil fuel-fired steam gener-
(3) hours for gaseous measurements. The proof of continuous monitoring system ators the following procedures shall be
required report shall include, as a mini- performance whenever system repairs of used to convert gaseous emission monitor-
mum, the data stipulated in this rule (326 adjustments have been made. ing data in parts per million (ppm) to
IAC 3-1). (e) When no excess emissions have oc- pounds per million BTU where necessar%

(A) When the owner or operator of a fossil fuel- E = C,,sF, (20.9)
fired steam generator elects under 326 IAC (20.9(l'Bw,a)-%OwS)
3-1-8(1) to measure oxygen in the flue gases, the (D) When the owner or operator elects under
measurements of the pollutant concentration and 325 IAC 3-1-8(1) to measure sulfur dioxide or
oxygen shall be on a dry basis and the following nitrogen oxides in the flue gases. the measure-
conver,-iun procedure used: ment of the pollutant concentration and the sulfur

E = CF (20.9) dioxide and/or the nitrogen oxides concentra-(20.9 - (,e 0-) tion(s) shall each be on a wet basis and the fcllow-

(B) 'When the owner or operator elects under ing conversion procedure used where wet

326 lA 3-1-8(1 to measure carbon dioxide in the scrubbers or moisture is otherwise present in the
flue Ases,1- the measureent o dioxidein the pollstack gases, provided water vapor content of the
flue gases, the measurement of the pollutant con- stack gas is measured at least once every fifteen
centration and the carbon dioxide concentration (15) minutes at the same point as the pollutant and
shall each be on a consistent basis (wet or Iry and oxygen measurements ate made:
the following conver siun procedure used:

F = CF, (100) E = C,F (20.9)
(% CO.0 (20.9Q -B,,.J-% O_,,,)

(C) When the owner or operator elects under (E) The values used in the equations under this
326 IAC 3-1-8(1) to measure sulfur dioxide or section are derived as follows:
nitrogen oxides in the flue gases, the measure-
ment of the pollutant concentration and the sulfur C, = pollutant concentration at stack condi-
dioxide and/or the nitrogen oxides concentra- tions, g/wscm (grams/wet standard cubic
tion(s) shall each be on a wet basis and the follow- meter), Ib/wscm (pounds/wet standard cubic
ing conversion procedure used except where wet meter), determined by multiplying the average
scrubbers are employed or where moisture is oth- concentration (ppm) for each one (1) hour period
erwise added to the stack gases: by 4.15 x 10-5 Mg/wscm per ppm (2.59 x 10-9 M
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lb/wscm per ppm) where M is pollutant calories (10580 wscf/million BTU).
molecular weight, g/g-mole (lb/lb-mole). (ii) For sub-bituminous and bituminous coal

M = 64.07 for sulfur dioxide and 46.01 for nitro- as classified according to A.S.T.M. D388-66,

gen oxides. Fw = 1.200 wscm/million calories (10680 wscf/
million BTU).

C = as above but measured in terms of pounds/ (iii) For liquid fossil fuels including crude,
dry standard cubic meter (lb/dscm) or grams/ residual, and distillate oils. F,, = 1.164 wscm/
dry standard cubic meter (g/dscm). million calories (10360 wscf/million BTU).

(iv) For gaseous fossil fuels: for natural gas,
F,Fc = a factor representing a ratio of the F, = 1.196 wscm/million calories (10650) wscf/
volume of dry flue gases generated to the cal- million BTU; for propane, F, 1.150 wsc n
orific value of the fuel combusted (F), and a million calories (10240 wscf/million BTU); for
factor representing a ratio of the volume of butane, F, = 1.172 wscm/million cbl.ies
carbon dioxide generated to the calorific value (10430 wscf/million BTU).
of the fuel combusted (Fe), respectively. Values
of F and Fc are given in 40 CFR 60, Section Bwa = proportion by volume of water vapor in

60.45(f), as applicable, the ambient air.
B,,., = proportion by volume of water vapor in

F, = a factor representing a ratio of the vol- the stack gas.

ume of wet flue gases generated to the calorific %02, %C0 2 = Oxygen or carbon dioxide vol-
value of the fuel combusted. Values of F,,. are: ume (expressed as percent) determined with

(i) For anthracite coal as classified according equipment specified under 326 IAC 3-1-8.

to A.S.T.M. D388-66, F,, = 1.188 wscm/million E = pollutant emission, lb/million BTU.

(2) For sulfuric acid plants the owner or (A) Alternate procedures for computing sis methods specified in 40 CFR 60. Ap-
operator shall: emission averages that do not require inte- pendix A and 40 CFR 61, Appendix B.

(A) establish a conversion factor three gration of data may be approved by the Such test methods, equipment, calibration
(3) times daily according to the proce- commissioner if the owner or operator requirements, and analysis must be strict-
dures of 40 CFR 60, Section 60.84(b); shows that his procedures are at least as ly followed unless otherwise approved b%

(B) multiply the conversion factor by accurate as those in this rule (326 IAC the commissioner.
the average sulfur dioxide concentration in 3-1).
the flue gases to obtain average sulfur (B) Alternative methods of converting 326 JAC 3-2-3 Prisately conducted pro-
dioxide emissions in lb/ton; and pollutant concentration measurements to tocol tests; prior approval, form

(C) report the average sulfur dioxide units of the emission standard may be Sec. 3. (a) When a test is to be per-
emission for each three (3) hour period in approved by the commissioner if the own- formed by any person other than staff, a
excess of the emission standard set forth in er or operator shows that his procedures test protocol form shall be completed and
326 IAC 7-1, in the quarterly summary. are at least as accurate as those in this received by the commissioner no later than

rule (326 IAC 3-2). thirty-five (35) days prior to the intended
(3) For nitric acid plants the owner ortetde.Sctstpoclshlbena

operator shall: Rule 2. Source Sampling Procedures test date. Such test protocol shall be on a
(A) stabish coverson fctorac-form approved by the commissioner. An%

(A) establish a conversion factor ac- 326 IAC 3-2-1 Applicability special or unique information relative to
cording to the procedures of 40 CFR 60. Sec. I. This rule (326 IAC 3-2) applies the scheduled test shall be included with
Sectior 60.73(b); to any emissions testing performed in the the form.

(B) multiply the conversion factor by state to determine compliance with appli- (b) After evaluating the completed test
the average nitrogen oxides concentration cable emission limits contained in this title protocol form, the commissioner ma.:
in the flue gases to obtain nitrogen oxides (326 IAC), or for any other purpose re- (I) Inspect the test site.

(C) report the average nitrogen oxides quiring review and approval by the (2) Require additional conditions. in-
fC repoth e averagpeo inig oxhe commissioner. cluding, but not limited to the following:

for each averaging period in excess of the 326 IAC 3-2-2 Federal test procedures; (A) Reasonable modifications to the
emission standard set forth in 326 IAC 12, adoption stack or duct to obtain acceptable test
in the quarterly summary. Sec. 2. Emissions tests subject to this conditions.

(4) Alternate data reporting and reduc- rule (326 IAC 3-2) shall be conducted in (B) A pretest meeting to resolve an
tion procedures: accordance with the procedures and analy- acceptable test protocol,
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(C) Additional tests to allow for adverse source or other maximum operating ca- ating conditions during tests;
conditions such as interferences, non- pacities agreed to by the source and the (F) discussion of variations from normal
steady or cyclic processes, commissioner. plant operations; and

(D) The keeping of process operating (c) Sources subject to 376 IAC 12, New (G) stack height, exit diameter, volu-
parameter records, operating logs or Source Performance Standards, shall be metric flow rate (acfm), exit temperature,
charts during the test, tested under conditions as specified in the and exit velocity.

(E) Conditions on control equipment applicable provision therein. (5) Sampling information, including
operation to make it representative of fu- (d) Calibration results of the various (A) description of sampling methods
ture normal operation, or sampling components must be available used;

(F) The recording of specified control for examination at the test site. The infor- (B) brief discussion of the analytical
equipment operating parameters during mation must include dates, methods used, procedures with justification for any vari-
the test. data and results. All components requiring ance from standard procedures;

(c) If the commissioner requires modifi- calibration must be calibrated within sixty (C) specification of the number of sam-
cations to the test methods, analytical (60) days prior to the actual test date. pling points, time per point, and total
methods, operational parameters or other Post test calibrations must be performed sampling time per run;
matters included in the test protocol, or if on the components within forty-five (45) (D) cross sectional diagram showing
a pretest meeting is required, the source days after the actual test date or before sampling points, diagram showing stack
operator and the testing firm shall be the equipments' next field use, whichever dimensions, sampling location and dis-
notified by letter or telephone at least comes first. Components requiring calibra- tance from the nearest flow disturbance
twenty-five (25) days prior to the proposed tion are listed in the federal test methods upstream and downstream of the sampling
test date. The source operator will receive specified in 326 IAC 3-2-2. Calibration points; and
notice of the acceptability of the test pro- need not be done between tests when sev- (E) sampling train diagram.
tocol from the commissioner within ten eral facilities at one (I) location are tested (6) Appendix, containing:
(10) days of its receipt. If the source in series, as long as the units are calibrat- (A) sampling and analytical procedures;
operator or test firm desires to change any ed prior to the first test and after the last (B) results and calculations: One (I)
previously submitted procedures or condi- test in the series which is conducted at complete calculation using actual data for
tions. the commissioner must be notified that site. each type of test performed must be
of such change at least twenty-five (25) 326 IAC 3-2-5 Test results; reports shown. Results must be stated in units
days prior to intended test date, and such Sec. 5. (a) All tests shall be reported to consistent with the applicable emission
changes cannot be made unless approved the commissioner in the form of a test limitation;
by the commissioner prior to the test. report containing the following informa- (C) raw production data signed by plantChanges in the test protocol that result tion (which can be kept confidential upon official;
from emergency conditions must be ap- request): (D) photocopies of all actual field data
proved by an authorized on-site staff (1) Certification by team leader and or original raw field data;
member. reviewer. (E) laboratory report with chain of cus-

(d) The commissioner reserves the right (2) Introduction, containing: tody shown;
to conduct any portion of the reference (A) date and type of tests; (F) copies of all calibration data:
method tests. In such case. a twenty-five (B) type of process and control (G) applicable regulations showing
(25) day notice of proper test procedures equipment; emission limitation; and
will be given to the company and their (C) plant name and location; (H) copies of visible emissions observa-
testing representative. (D) purpose of test; and tions or opacity monitor readings (for TSP

(el The source operator must notify the (E) test participants and titles. tests).
commissioner of the actual test date at (3) Results summary, containing: (b) Unless previously agreed to in writ-
least two (2) weeks prior to the date. (A) tabulated data and results of each ing by the commissioner, all test reports

326 IAC 3-2-4 Required testing condi- test run, process weight rate or heat input must be received by the commissioner
tions; calibration of instruments rate, the stack gas flow rate, the measured within forty-five (45) days of the comple-

Sec. 4. (a) Staff may observe the field emissions given in units consistent with the tion of the testing.
test procedures and plant operation during applicable emission limits, and the visible 326 IAC 3-2-6 Special testing proce-
the test. emissions or average opacity readings; and dures; particulate matter; sulfur dioxide;

(b) All tests shall be conducted while (B) allowable emission rate. nitrogen oxide; volatile organic chemicals
the source is operating at between ninety- (4) Process information, including: Sec. 6. (a) Particulate matter tests shall
five (95') to one hundred percent (100%) (A) description of process and control be conducted in accordance with the fol-
of its maximum operating capacity, or device; lowing procedures:
under other capacities or conditions speci- (B) process flow diagram; (I) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 5.
fled and approved by the commissioner. (C) maximum design capacities; as in effect on December 2, 1981, or otherFor the purpose of this rule (326 IAC (D) fuel analysis and heat value for procedures approved by the commissioner
3-2), maximum operating capacity means heat input rate determination; shall be used.
the maximum design capacity of the (E) process and control equipment opr- (2) Visible emissions (VE) evaluation
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shall be performed in conjunction with a (3) During each of the repetitions for 40 acts permitted by 326 IAC 4-1-3 or au-
particulate emissions test by a qualified CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8, each thorized by variance pursuant to 326 IAC
observer in accordance with the proce- sampling point shall be sampled for a 4-1-4 are prohibited by other state or
dures contained in 326 IAC 5-1-4. VE minimum of two (2) minutes. local laws, regulations, or ordinances.
readings shall be continuously recorded (4) The total test time per repetition 326 IAC 4-1-2 Prohibition against open
for at least thirty (30) minutes per hour of shall be as follows: burning
sampling time for each sampling repeti- (A) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method Sec. 2. No persons shall open burn any
tion. A variance fron this requirement 6: a minimum of twenty (20) minutes per material except as provided in 326 IAC
may be granted by the on-site staff person run with a thirty (30) minute interval 4-1-3 or 326 IAC 4-1-4, or 326 IAC
for one (I) repetition only and provided between each run; or 4-1-5.
that adverse conditions exist which would (B) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8: 326 IAC 4-1-3 Exemptions
invalidate the VE readings. Sources a minimum of sixty (60) minutes per run. Sec. 3. (a) The following types of fires
equipped with continuous opacity moni- (5) The total sample volume per repeti- are permitted:
tors may submit the monitor's instanta- tion under 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, (I) Fires celebrating Twelfth Night
neous or six (6) minute integrated read- Method 8, shall be no less than forty (40) Ceremonies.
ings during the sampling period, in lieu of dry standard cubic feet (dscf). (2) Fires celebrating school pep rallies.
performing VE observations; provided. (c) Nitrogen oxide tests shall be con- (3) Fires celebrating scouting activities.

(A) The monitoring system meets the ducted in accordance with the following (4) Fires used for recreational and cook-
Performance Specifications Tests I as procedures: ing purposes, i.e., camp fires.
specified in 40 CFR 60, Appendix B as in (I) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 7, (5) Residential burning: where resi-
effect on December 2, 1981, and as in effect on December 2, 1981, or other dence contains four or fewer units. Burn-

(B) The monitor readings submitted procedures approved by the commissioner, ing shall be in a noncombustible container
with the test include a zero (0) and span shall be used. sufficiently vented ?o induce adequate pri-
calibration check at the start and end of (2) At least three (3) repetitions of four mary combustion air with enclosed sides, a
each test. (4) samples each shall constitute a test. bottom, and a mesh covering with open-

(3) At least three (3) repetitions of the (d) Volatile organic compounds (VOC) ings no larger than one-fourth inch (I /4")
test must be performed under identical emissions tests shall be conducted in ac- square. Burning is prohibited in apartment
source operating conditions unless other- cordance with the following procedures: complexes and mobile home parks.
wise allowed by the commissioner. (I) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A. Method (6) Farm burning: wood products de-

(4) During each of the repetitions, each 25. as in effect on December 2. 1981. or rived from the following farm mainte-
sampling point shall be sampled for a other procedures approved by the coinmis- nance operations:
minimum of two (2) minutes. sioner, shall be used for the total nonmeth- (A) Burning of fence rows and fields or

(0) The total test time per repetition ane organic (TNMO) emissions. materials derived therefrom.
shall be no less than sixty (60) minutes. (2) At least three (3) duplicate samples (B) Burning of natural growth derived

(6) The total sample volume per repeti- must be collected and analyzed. from clearing a drainage ditch.
tion shall be no less than thirty (30) dry (3) The total test time per repetition (C) Burning of limbs and prunings. but
standard cubic feed (dscf) shall be a minimum of sixty (60) minutes. only if so diseased or infected as to present

(C) The total particulate %%eight collect- 326 IAC 3-2-7 Invalidity of noncon- a contamination problem.
ed from the sampling nozzle, probe. cy- forming tests (7) Waste oil burning: where the waste
clone (if used), filter holder (front half), Sec. 7. Any tests not meeting the re- oil has been collected in a properly con-
filter and connecting glassware shall be quirements of this rule (326 IAC 3-2) are structed and located pit as prescribed in
reported. Particulate analysis of the im- invalid for purposes of this rule. 310 IAC 7-1-37(A) of the Division of Oil
pinger catch is not required unless speci- 326 IAC 3-2-8 Appeals and Gas. Department of Natural Re-
fled b% commissioner. Sec. 8. A determination by the commis- sources. Each oil pit may be burned once

(b) Sulfur dioxide (SO.) tests shall be sioner may be appealed in accordance every two (2) months and all the oil must
conducted in accordance with the follow- with IC 13-1-1-4(f) and IC 4-21.5. be completely burned within thirt (30)
ing procedures: minutes after ignition.

(1) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 6 ARTICLE 4. BURNING k8 ) Department of natural resources
or 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8, as REGULATIONS burning: in order to facilitate "prescribed"
in effect on December 2, 1981. or other Rule 1. Open Burning burning on DNR controlled properties for
procedures approved by the commissioner. wildlife habitat maintenance, forestr pur-
shall be used. 326 IAC 4-1-1 Scope of rule poses, and natural area management.

(2) At least three (3) repetitions of two Sec. I. The requirements of this rule (9) United States Department of the
(2) samples. each of 40 CFR 60, Appen- (326 IAC 4-1) establish standards for the Interior burning: in order to facilitate a
dix A. Method 6. or three (3) repetitions open burning of material which would National Park Service Fire Management
of 40 CFR 60. Appendix A, Method 8. result in emissions of regulated pollutants. Plan for the Indiana Dunes National
performed under identical source operat- This rule (326 IAC 4-1) applies every- Lakeshore.
ing conditions, shall constitute a test. where in the state, except in areas where (b) All exemptions under subsection (a)
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of this section shall be subject to the which emit regulated pollutants. This rule (S All burning shall be conducted un-following: (326 IAC 4-2) does not apply to inciner- der favorable meteorological conditions.
(I) Only wood products shall be burned ators in residential units consisting of four (6) Burning shall occur during daylightunless otherwise stated above. (4) or fewer families. All other inciner- hours and all material shall be consumed(2) Fires shall be attended at all times ators are subject to this rule (326 IAC 4- by sunset.

until completely extinguished. 2). (7) If burning creates an air pollution(3) If fires create an nuisance or a fire 326 IAC 4-2-2 Stationary incinerators problem, a nuisance or a fire hazard, thehazard, they shall be extinguished. Sec. 2. All stationary incinerators shall: burning shall be terminated immediately.(4) All residential, farm and waste oil (1) Consist of primary and secondary (8) The incinerator shall be maintainedburning shall occur during daylight hours chambers or the equivalent, and operated according to the manufac-during which the fires may be replenished, (2) Be equipped with a primary burner turer's recommendations and in a mannerbut only in such a manner that nearly all unless burning wood products. approved by the commissioner or its desig-of the burning material is consumed by (3) Comply with 326 IAC 5-I and 326 nated agent.
sunset. IAC 2. (9) The installation and operation of(5) No burning shall be conducted dur- (4) Be maintained properly as specified such an apparatus shall comply with alling unfavorable meteorological conditions by the manufacturer and approved by the other state and/or local rules orsuch as temperature inversions, high commissioner or the commissioner's desig- ordinances.winds, air stagnation. etc. nated agent. (10) A portable incinerator shall com-

326 IAC 4-1-4 Variances (5) Be operated according to the manu- ply with both 326 IAC 5-1 and 326 IAC
Sec 4. (a) Burning with prior approval facturer's recommendations and only burn 2.of the commissioner or the commissioner's waste approved by the commissioner or itsdesignated agent may be authorized for designated agent. ARTICLE 5. OPACITY REGULATIONS

the following, (6) Comply with other state and/or lo-(I ) Emergency burning of spilled petro- cal rules or ordinances regarding installa- Rule I. Opacity Limitationsleum products hen all reasonable efforts tion and operation. 326 IAC 5-1- Appli.abilit) of ruleto recover the spilled material have been (7) Be operated so that emissions of Sec 1. (a) This rule (326 IA(" 5-1)made and failure to burn would result in hazardous material including, but not shall apply to all visible emissions (notan imminent fire hazard or water pollu- limited to. viable pathogenic bacteria, dan- including condensed water vapor) emittedion problem. gerous chemicals or gases, or noxious by or from any facility or source except
(2) Burning of refuse consisting of ma- odors are prevented, those sources or facilities for which specif-terial resulting from a natural disaster (8) Not emit particulate matter in ex- ic visible emission limitations are estab-(3) Burning for the purpose of fire cess of the following: lished by 326 IAC II. 326 IAC 12. or 320

training (A) Incinerators with a maximum re- IAC 6.(4) Burning of natural growth derived fuse-burning capacity of two hundred (I) The requirements of 326 I.%Cfrom a clearing operation. i e . removal of (200) or more pounds per hour: 0.3 5- 1-2(a)( I) shall apply to sources or fa-natural growth for change in use of the pounds of particulate matter per one thou- cilities located in attainment areas for par-land sand (1.000) pounds of dry exhaust gas at ticulate matter. designated in 326 IAC(5) Burning of highly explosive or other standard conditions corrected to fifty per- 1-4.dangerous materials for which no alterna- cent (50',) excess air. (2) The requirements of 326 IACtive disposal method exists or where trans- (B) All other incinerators: 0.5 pounds of S-,-2(a)(2) shall apply to sources or fa-Iortation of such materials is impossible particulate matter per one thousand cilities located in nonattainment areas for(b) Burning not exempted b% 326 IAC (1.000) pounds of dry exhaust gas at particulate matter as designated in 326
4-1-3 may be permitted with prior receipt standard conditions corrected to fifty' per- IAC 1-4.
of a variance application and approval of cent (50' ) excess air. 326 IAC 5-1-2 Visible emission
the commissioner or the commissioner's (9) Not create a nuisance or a fire limitations
designated agent. hazard. If any of the above result, the Sec. 2. (a) Visible emissions from ans

326 IAC 4-1-$ Liabilia) for tire burning shall be terminated immediatel). source or facility shall not exceed any ofSec. 5. Any person who allows the accu-
mulation or existence of combustible ma- 326 IAC 4-2-3 Portable incinerators the following limitations. Unless otherwise
Ierial which constitutes or contributes to a Sec. 3. All portable incinerators shall be stated, all visible emissions shall be ob-fire causing air pollution may not refute subject to the following conditions: served in accordance with the procedures
liability for violation of this ru'le (326 IAC (I ) Approval of the commissioner or its set forth in 326 IAC 5-1-4:4-1 )designated agent must be obtained prior to (I) Sources or facilities of visible emis-
vandals. accidental, or an act of God. - operation at a new project site. sions located in attainment areas for par-(2) Only wood products shall be burned. ticulate matter shall meet the following

Rule 2. Incinerators (3) Merchantable material may be sal- limitations:
326 IAC 4-2-1 Apopicability of rule vaged where practicable. (A) Visible emissions shall not exceed.Sec. I. This rule (326 IAC 4-2) estab. (4) The local health department shall an average of fortN percent (40%) opacitilishes standards for the use of incinerators be notified prior to any burning, in twenty-four (24) consecutive readings.
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(B) Visible emissions shall not exceed emptions are needed and that during multiple stacks (e.g.. stub stacks on
sixty percent (60%) opacity for more than periods of startup and shutdown, owners baghouses).
a cumulative total of fifteen (15) minutes and operators shall, to the extent practica- (B) Field records: The observer shall
(sixty (60) readings) in a six (6) hour ble, maintain and operate any affected record the name of the plant, emission
period, facility including air pollution control location, type of facility, observer's name

(2) Sources or facilities of visible emis- equipment in a manner consistent with and affiliation, and the date on a field
sions located in nonattainment areas shall good air pollution control practice for data sheet. Time, estimated distance to
meet the following limitations: minimizing emissions. Determination of the emission location, approximate wind

(A) Visible emissions shall not exceed, whether acceptable operating and mainte- directiQn, estimated wind speed, descrip-
an average of thirty percent (30%) opacity nance procedures are being used will be tion of the sky conditions (presence and
in twenty-four (24) readings. based on information available to the com- color of clouds), and visible emissions

(B) Visible emissions shall not exceed missioner, which may include, but is not (plume where applicable) background are
sixty percent (60%) opacity for more than limited to, monitoring results, opacity ob- recorded on a field data sheet at the time
a cumulative total of fifteen (15) minutes servations, review of operating and main- opacity readings are initiated and
(sixty (60) readings) in a six (6) hour tenance procedures and inspection of the completed.
period, source. (C) Observations: Opacity observations

(3) Sources and facilities of visible (d) Sources or facilities not exempted shall be made at the point of greatest
emissions located in both attainment or through subsections (a), (b), or (c) of this opacity in that portion of the visible emis-
nonattainment areas, for which an alter- section may also be granted special ex- sions, (plume where applicable) where
nate visible emission limitation has been emptions by the commissioner, provided condensed water vapor is not present. The
established pursuant to 326 IAC 5-1-5(b), that the source or facility owner or opera- observer shall not look continuously at the
shall comply with said limitations in lieu tor proves to the satisfaction of the com- visible emissions, (plume where applica-
of the limitations set forth in subsection missioner that said exemption is justifi- ble) but instead shall observe the visible
(a)(I) and (a)(2) of this section. able. Said exemption(s) may be of longer emissions, (plume where applicable) mo-

326 IAC 5-1-3 Temporary exemptions duration and may apply to other types of mentarily at fifteen (15) second intervals.
Sec. 3. (a) Boiler startup and shutdown: facilities not provided for in subsections (D) Recording observations: Opacity

When building a new fire in a boiler, or (a) or (b) of this section. observations shall be recorded to the near-
shutting down a boiler, visible emissions 326 IAC 5-1-4 Compliance determi- est five percent (5%) at fifteen (15) sec-
may exceed the applicable opacity limit nation ond intervals on an observational record
established in 326 IAC 5-1-2(a): how- Sec. 4. (a) Determination of visible sheet. A minimum of twenty-four (24)
ever. visible emissions shall not exceed an emissions from sources or facilities to observations shall be recorded. Each mo-
average of sixty percent (60%) opacity which this rule (326 IAC 5-1) applies mentary observation shall be deemed to
and emissions in excess of the applicable may be made in accordance with subdivi- represent the average opacity of emissions
opacity limit shall not continue for more sions (1) or (2) below: for a fifteen (15) second period.
than ten (10) continuous minutes on one (I) Determination of visible emissions (E) Determination of opacity as an
(I) occasion in any twenty-four (24) hour by means of a qualified observer shall be average of twenty-four (24) consecutive
period, made according to the following: observations: Opacity shall be determined

(b) Cleaning boilers: When removing (A) Position: The qualified observer as an average of twenty-four (24) consecu-
ashes from the fuel bed or furnace in a shall stand at a distance sufficient to pro- tive observations recorded at fifteen (15)
boiler or blowing tubes, visible emissions vide a clear view of the emissions with the second intervals. Divide the observations
may exceed the applicable opacity limit sun, if visible, oriented in the 140" sector recorded on the record sheet into sets of
established in 326 IAC 5-1-2(a) however, to his back. Consistent with maintaining twenty-four (24) consecutive observations
visible emissions shall not exceed sixty the above requirement, the observer shall, A set is composed of any twenty-four (24)
percent (60%) opacity and visible emis- as much as possible, make his observations consecutive observations. Sets need not be
sions in excess of the applicable opacity from a position such that his line of vision consecutive in time and in no case shall
limit shall not continue for more than five is approximately perpendicular to the di- two (2) sets overlap. For each set of twen-
(5) continuous minutes on one (I) occa- rection of the visible emissions (plume ty-four (24) observations, calculate the
sion in any sixty (60) minute period. Such where applicable), and when observing average by summing the opacity of the
emissions shall not be permitted on more opacity of emissions from rectangular out- twenty-four (24) observations and dividing
than three (3) occasions in any twelve lets (e.g.. monitors, open baghouses, non- this sum by twenty-four (24). Record the
(12) hour period, circular stacks), approximately perpen- average opacity on a record sheet. For the

(c) Facilities not temporarily exempted dicular to the longer axis of the outlet. purpose of determining an alternative visi-
by subsections (a) and (b) of this section The observer's line of sight should not ble emission limit in accordance with 326
may be granted special temporary exemp- include more than one (1) plume at a time IAC 5-1-5(b) following, an average of
tions by the commissioner of the same when multiple stacks are involved, and in twenty-four (24) consecutive readings or
duration and type authorized therein pro- any case the observer should make his more may be used to calculate the alter-
vided that the facility proves to the satis- observations with his line of sight perpen- nate visible emissions limit.
faction of the commissioner that said ex- dicular to the longer axis of such a set of (F) Determination of opacity as a cu-
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mulative total of fifteen (15) minutes: For be in compliance with the allowable mass be able as indicated by the performance
emissions from intermittent sources. opac- emission limit. An exceedance of the al- and opacity tests to meet the opacity
ity shall be determined in accordance with lowable opacity emission limrit will not be standard at all times during which the
clause (A). (B). (C). and the first sentence treated as a violation if, during the test source or facility is meeting the mas,
of (D). Each momentary observation shall described in subsection (b) of this section, emission limitation.
be deemed to represent the average opac- the source demonstrates compliance with (B) If a performance test of a source or
ity of emissions for a fifteen (15) second the allowable mass emission limit while facility demonstrates:
period. All readings greater than the speci- simultaneously having visible emissions (i) that said source or facility is in
fled limit in 326 IAC 5-1-2 shall be more than or equal to the reading at which compliance with the allowable mass emis-
accumulated as fifteen (15) second seg- the exceedance was originally observed. sion limit, and the test mass emission rate
ments for comparison with the limit. (b) The owner or operator of a source or is within ten percent (107) of the allowa-

(G) Attached steam plumes: When con- facility which believes it can operate in ble emissions limit for that source or facil-
densed water vapor is present within the compliance with the applicable mass emis- ity; and
plume as it emerges from the emission sion limitation, but exceeds the limits (ii) simultaneously, said source's or fa-
outlet, opacity observations shall be made specified in 326 IAC 5-1-2, may submit a cility's test demonstrates that the opacity
beyond the point in the plume at which written petition to the commissioner re- observed is below the allowable opacity
condensed water vapor is no longer visible, questing that an alternate opacity limita- emission limit, the enforceable opacity
The observer shall record the approximate tion be established pursuant to the follow- limitation shall be equal to that level of
distance from the emission outlet to the ing provisions. Additionally, if the opacity at which the source or facility will
point in the plume at which the observa- commissioner has issued a notice of viola- be able, as indicated by the performance
tions are made. tion to an owner or operator of a source or and opacity tests, to meet the opacity

(H) Detached steam plumes: When wa- facility for violation of the applicable standard at all times during which the
ter vapor in the plume condenses and be- opacity limitation, such owner or operator source or facility is meeting the mass
comes visible at a distinct distance from may, propose in notice of violation resolu- emission limitation.
the emission outlet, the opacity of emis- tion, to disprove said violation by estab- (C) If a performance test of a source or
sions should be evaluated at the emission lishing an alternate opacity limit pursuant facility demonstrates
outlet prior to the condensation of water to the following provisions. This alternate (i) that said source or faciht is in
vapor and the formation of the steam limit shall be based upon a mass emission compliance with the allowable mas., ernis-
plume performance test conducted according to a sion limit, and the test mass emission rate
(2) Determination of compliance with method designated by the commissioner, is less than ninety percent (90'7) of the

visible emission limitations established in and a visible emission test conducted si- allowsable emissions limit: and
this rule (326 IAC 5-1) may also be made multaneously, according to 326 IAC (6t simultaneously, said source's or fa-
in accordance with a source's or facility's 5-1-4. Where the commissioner deter- cilit%'s test demonstrates that the opacity
continuous monitoring equipment, for an) mines there is no acceptable test method observed is below the allowable opacity
source or facility in compliance with the available, a request for an alternate visible emission limit, the enforceable opicity
requirements of 326 IAC 3-1. emission limit shall be denied, limitation shall remain the existing allosa-

(by If the compliance determination (I) The alternate emission limit shall be ble opacity emission limitation for that
procedures set forth in subsections (a)(I ) equal to that level of opacity at which the source or facility.
and (a)(2) of this section results in an. source or facility will be able, as indicated (2) Compliance with 326 IAC 6-1, 326
conflict in visible emission readings, the by the performance and opacity tests, to IAC 6-2. 326 IAC 6-3, and 326 IAC 11-1.
determination made in accordance with meet the opacity standard at all times and other applicable rules must be demon-
subsection (a)(2) of this section shall pre- during which the source or facility is meet- strated by the performance test.
vail for the purpose of compliance, pro- ing the mass emission limitation. How- (3) The commissioner may require a
vided that it can be shown that the con- ever, the commissioner shall also reserve performance test in any case where it is
tinuous monitor has met the performance the right to determine the alternate visible necessary to determine the compliance sta-
specifications as set forth in the 40 CFR emissions limit in the following manner: tus for a facility. However, the commis-
60. specifically Performance Specification (A) If a performance test of a source or sioner will not request a performance test
I. facility demonstrates: for any facility which is known to be in

326 IAC 5-1-5 Violations (i) that said source or facility is in compliance with the allowable opacity
Sec. 5. (a) A violation of this rule (326 compliance with the allowable mass emis- limitation.

IAC 5-1) shall constitute prima facie evi- sions limit (as defined in 326 IAC 1-2) at (4) All alternate visible emission limits
dence of a violation of other applicable the time that the test is done; and shall be established on a source or facility-
particulate emission control regulations. A (ii) simultaneously, said source's or fa- specific basis. No limitation for any facil-
violation of any such rule may be refuted cility's test demonstrates that the allowa- ity or source shall be established by refer-
b, a performance test conducted in ac- ble opacity emission limit is being exceed- ence to a similar or identical facility or
cordance with subsection (b) of this sec- ed. then, the enforceable opacity source.
tion. Such test shall refute the mass emis- limitation shall be equal to that level of (5) The owner or operator of the source
sion violation only if the source is shown to opacity at which the source or facility will or facility shall notify the commissioner at
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least fifteen (15) days prior to conducting ations; modification by commissioner (c) Asphalt concrete plants: The re-
a test for the purposes of demonstrating an Sec. 2. (a) General sources: Facilities quirements of this provision shall apply to
alternate visible emission limit. not limited by subsections (b) through (g) any asphalt concrete plant (any facility

(6) A staff member who is a qualified of this section shall not allow or permit used to manufacture asphalt concrete by
observer, approved by the commissioner or discharge to the atmosphere of any gases heating and drying aggregate and mixing
other consultant approved by the commis- which contain particulate matter in excess with asphalt cement). An asphalt concrete
sioner shall be present during any per- of 0.07 gram per dry standard cubic meter plant is deemed to consist only of the
formance tests. (g/dscm)- (0.03 grain per dry standard following: driers, systems for screening,

(7) The cost of the performance test cubic foot (dscf)). Where this limitation is handling, storing, and weighing hot aggre-
shall be at the expense of the owner or more stringent than the applicable limita- gate; systems for loading, transferring.
operator. tions of subsections (b) through (g) of this and storing mineral filler: systems for mix-

(8) Any alternate visible emission limit section, for facilities in existence prior to ing asphalt concrete: and the loading.
established for any source or facility shall the applicability dates, or of a size not transfer, and storage systems associated
not become effective until said limitation applicable to said subsections, emission with emission control systems.
is established in the applicable operating limitations for those facilities shall be de- (I) No person shall operate the affected
permit. Said limitation will be incorporat- termined by the commissioner and will be facilities of an asphalt concrete plant
ed, by amendment, into the operating per- established in accordance with the proce- which existed on or prior to June 11, 1973,
mit for said source or facility and submit- dures set forth in subsection (h) of this so as to discharge or cause to be dis-
ted to the U.S. EPA as a SIP revision. section. charged into the atmosphere any gases

(9) Where a visible emission limitation (b) Fuel combustion steam generators: unless such gases are limited to:
is based upon a new source performance No person shall operate a fossil fuel com- (A) A particulate matter content of no
standard, an-. new limitation must comply bustion steam generator (any furnace or greater than 230 mg per dscm (0.10 grain
with the provisions of said standard, boiler used in the process of burning solid, per dscf).

326 IAC 5-1-6 Compliance schedule liquid, or gaseous fuel or any combination (d) Grain Elevators: No person shall
Sec. 6. Sources newly subject to more thereof for the purpose of producing steam operate a grain elevator (a grain elevator

stringent limitations on August 27. 1980. by heat transfer) so as to discharge or is defined as any plant or installation at

by 326 IAC 5-1-2 shall comply with the cause to be discharged any gases unless which grain is unloaded, handled, cleaned.
compliance schedule of 326 IAC 6-1. such gases are limited to: dried, stored or loaded) without meeting

326 IAC 5-1-7 State implementation (I) A particulate matter content of no the provisions of this subsection. Subdivi-
plan resisions greater than 0.18 grams per million calo- sion (I) of this subsection shall apply to

Sec. 7. Any exemptions given or provi- ries (0. 10 pounds per million Btu) for solid any grain storage elevator located at an%
sions granted to this rule (326 IAC 5-I) fuel fired generators of greater than sixty- grain processing source which has a per-
by the commissioner under 326 IAC 5-1- three million (63,000.000) kilocalories manent grain storage capacity of thirty-
3c). 326 IAC 5-1-3(d). or 326 IAC 5-I- (kcal) per hour heat input (two hundred five thousand two hundred (35,200) cubic
5(b). shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA fifty (250) million Btu); meters (one (I) million U.S. bushels) and
as a SIP revision (2) A particulate matter content of no any grain terminal elevator which has a

greater than 0.63 grams per million calo- permanent grain storage capacit? of
ARTICLE 6. PARTICULATE RULES ries (0.35 pounds per million Btu) for solid eighty-eight thousand one hundred

Rule 1. Nonattainment Area Limitations fuel fired generators of equal to or greater (88,100) cubic meters (two and one-half
than 6.3 but less than or equal to sixty- (2.5) million U.S. bushels). All grain ele-

326 IAC 6-1-1 Applicability of rule three million (63,000,000) kcal per hour vators subject to this rule (326 IAC 6-1)
Sec I Sources or facilities specifically heat input (twenty-five (25) but less than shall comply with the requirements of sub-

listed in 326 IAC 6-1-7 shall comply with or equal to two hundred fifty (250) million division (2) of this section.
the limitations contained therein. Sources Btu); (I) No owner or operator subject to the
or facilities that are (1) located in the (3) A particulate matter content of no provisions of this subpart shall cause to be
nonattainment counties listed in 326 IAC greater than 1.08 grams per million calo- discharged into the atmosphere from any
6-1 - 1. (2) but which sources or facilities ries (0.6 pounds per million Btu) for solid affected facility except a grain dryer any
are not specificall% listed in 326 IAC 6-1- fuel fired generators of less than 6.3 mil- process emission unless such emissions are
7. and 3) have the potential to emit one lion kcal per hou heat input (twenty-five limited to a particulate matter content of
hundred (100) tons or more of particulate (25) million Btu); no greater than 0.07 gram per dry stand-
matter per year or have actual emissions (4) A particulate matter content of no ard cubic meter (dscm)(0.03 grain per dry
of ten (10) tons or more of particulate greater than 0.27 grams per million kcal standard cubic foot (dscf)) for said facili-
matter per year. shall comply with the (0.15 pounds per million Btu) for all liquid ties for which construction or modification
limitations of 326 IAC 6-1-2. fuel fired steam generators. commenced prior to January 13, 1977.

326 IAC 6-1-2 Particulate emission (5) A particulate matter content of no (2) Grain elevators subject to this subdi-
limitations: fuel combustion steam gener- greater than .01 grains per dry standard vision shall provide for good housekeeping
stors, asphalt concrete plant, grain eleva- cubic foot for all gaseous fuel-fired steam and good maintenance procedures. Good
tors. foundaries. mineral aggregate oper- generators. housekeeping and maintenance is defined
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Rule 2 Participate Emission Limitations (e) If any limitation established by this (b) The emission limitations for those
for Sources of Indirect Heating rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with indirect heating facilities which were ex-

326 IAC 6-2-1 Applicability applicable limitations contained in 326 isting and in operation on or before June
Sec. i. This rule (326 IAC 6-2) estab- IAC 12, New Source Performance Stan- 8, 1972. shall be calculated using the

lishes limitations for sources of indirect dards, then the limitations contained in equation contained in subsection (a) of
heating: 326 IAC 12 prevail, this section where: Q shall reflect the total

(a) Particulate emissions from the com- (f) If any limitation established by this source capacity on June 8, 1972. The re-
bustion of fuel for indirect heating from rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with a suiting Pt is the emission limitation for
all facilities located in Lake, Porter, Mar- limitation contained in a facility's con- each facility existing on that date and will
ion, Boone, Hamilton, Hendricks, John- struction or operation permit as issued not be affected by the addition of any
son. Morgan, Shelby, and Hancock Coun- pursuant to 326 IAC 2, Permit Review subsequent facility. The particulate emis-
ties which were existing and in operation Regulations, then the limitations con- sions from all of the facilities which were
or which received permit to construct prior tained in the source's current permits in existence on June 8, 1972, may be
to September 21, 1983, shall be limited by prevail, allocated in any way among these facilities
326 IAC 6-2-2. (g) If any limitation established by this provided that they will not result in a

(b) Particulate emissions from the com- rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with a significantly greater air quality impact
bustion of fuel for indirect heating from limitation required by 326 IAC 2, Permit level at any receptor than that which
all facilities not specified in subsection (a) Review Regulations, to prevent a violation would result if the particulate emissions
of this section which were existing and in of the ambient air quality standards set from each of these facilities were limited
operation or which received permits to forth in 326 IAC-I-4, then the limitations to Pt; and provided that the emission limi-
construct prior to September 21, 1983 required by 326 IAC 2 prevail. tations for each facility are specified in its
shall be limited by 326 IAC 6-2-3. (h) The addition of a new facility at a operation permit. Significant impact levels

(c) Particulate emissions from the com- source does not affect the limitations of are defined in 326 IAC 2-3(d).
bustion of fuel for indirect heating from the existing facilities unless such changes
all facilities receiving permits to construct in the limitations are required by the pro- (c) The emission limitations for those
on or after September 21. 1983 shall be visions of 326 IAC 2 or 326 IAC 6-I. indirect heating facilities which began op-
limited by 326 IAC 6-2-4. 326 IAC 6-2-2 Emission limitations for eration after June 8, 1972, and before

(d) If an limitation established by this facilities specified in 326 [AC 6-2-1(a) September 21, 1983, and those facilities
rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with Sec. 2. (a) Particulate emissions from which receive permits to construct prior
applicable limitations contained in 326 existing indirect heating facilities located September 21, 1983 shall be calculated
IAC 6-1, then the limitations contained in in the specified counties shall be limited using the equation contained in subsection
326 IAC 6-1 prevail, by the following equation: (a) of this section where: Q includes the

capacity for the facility in question and
Pt = 0.87 the capacities for those facilities whichQ. were previously constructed or received

prior permits to construct. The limitations
Where: for all previously permitted facilities do

not change. The Q and Pt for each facility
Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million at a source which begins operation or

Btu (lb/mmBtu) heat input, receives a construction permit during thistime period will be different.
Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-

ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtu/hr) heat
input. The maximum operating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the 326 lAC 6-2-3 Emission limitations for
facility is operated or the nameplate capacity, facilities specified in 326 IAC 6-2-1(b)
whichever is specified in the facility's operation Sec. 3. (a) Particulate emissions from
permit application, except when some lower indirect heating facilities existing and in
capacity is contained in the facility's operation operation before September 21, 1983,
permit, in which case, the capacity specified in shall be limited by the following equation:
the operation permit shall be used.

For Q less than 10 mmBtu/hr, Pt shall not exceed 0.6.
For Q greater than or equal to 10,000 mmBtu/hr, Pt
shall not exceed 0.2. Figure 1 may be used to estimate Pt = C X a X h
allowable emissions. 76.5 X Qo. 75 X N).25

1-.q6 Publihed by THE BUREAUJ OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC., Washngo. D.C. 20037 97
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Where:

C = Maximum ground level concentration with
respect to distance from the point source at the
"critical" wind speed for level terrain. This shall
equal 50 migrograms per cubic meter (J./m3) for
a period not to exceed a sixty (60) minute time
period.

Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million
Btu heat input (lb/mmBtu).

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-
ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtu/hr) heat
input. The maximum operating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the
facility is operated or the nameplate capacity,
whichever is specified in the facility's operation
permit application, except when some lower
capacity is contained in the facility's operation
permit; in which case, the capacity specified in
the operation permit shall be used.

N = Number of stacks in fuel burning operation.

a = Plume rise factor which is used to make allow-
ance for less than theoretical plume rise. The
value 0.67 shall be used for Q less than or equal
to 1,000 mmBtu/hr heat input. The value 0.8
shall be used for Q greater than 1,000 mmBtu;hr
heat input.

h = Stack height in feet. If a number of stacks of
different heights exist, the average stack height
to represent "N" stacks shall be calculated by
weighing each stack height with its particulate
matter emission rate as follows:

N
1 H, X pa, X Q

h = i=I
N
I pa, X Q
i=l

Where:

pa = the actual controlled emission rate in lb/mmBtu
using the emission factor from AP-42 or stack
test data. Stacks constructed after January 1,
1971, shall be credited with GEP stack height
only. GEP stack height shall be calculated as
specified in 326 IAC 1-7.

Environment Reporter 98
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(b) The emission limitations for those emission limitations for each facility are this time period will be different.
indirect heating facilities which were cx- specified in its operation permit. Signifi- (d) Particulate emissions from all facili-
isting and in operation on or before June cant impact levels are defined in 326 IAC ties used for indirect heating purposes
8, 1972, shall be calculated using the 2-3-2(d). which were existing and in operation on or
equation contained in subsection (a) of (c) The emission limitations for those before June 8, 1972, shall in no case ex-
this section where: Q, N, and h shall indirect heating facilities which began op- ceed 0.8 lb/mmBtu heat input.
include the parameters for all facilities in eration after June 8, 1972, and before (e) Particulate emissions from any facil-
operation on June 8, 1972. The resulting September 21, 1983, and those facilities ity used for indirect heating purposes
Pt is the emission limitation for each facil- which receive permits to construct prior to which has 250 mmBtu/hr heat input or
ity existing on that date and will not be to September 21, 1983. shall be calculated less and which began operation after June
affected by the addition of any subsequent using the equation contained in subsection 8, 1972, shall in no case exceed 0.6
facility. The particulate emissions from all (a) of this section where: Q, N, and h shall lb/mmBtu heat input.
of the facilities which were in existence on include the parameters for the facility in
June 8, 1972, may be allocated in any way question and for those facilities which
among these facilities provided that they were previously constructed or received 326 IAC 6-2-4 Emission limitations for
will not result in a significantly greater air prior permits to construct. The limitations facilities specified in 326 JAC 6-2-1(c)
quality impact level at any receptor than for all previously permitted facilities do Sec. 4. (a) Particulate emissions from
that which would result if the particulate not change. The Q, N, h. and Pt for each indirect heating facilities constructed after
emissions from each of these facilities facility at a source which begins operation September 21, 1983 shall be limited by
were limited to Pt; and provided that the or receives a construction permit during the following equation:

Pt = 1.09
QO.2 6

Where:

Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million
Btu (lb/mm Btu) heat input.

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-
ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtu/hr) heat
input. The maximum operating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the
facility is operated or the nameplate capacity,
whichever is specified in the facility's permit
application, except when some lower capacity is
contained in the facilitys operation permit; in
which case, the capacity specified in the opera-
tion permit shall be used.

For Q less than 10 mmBtu/hr, Pt shall progressively newer facility will be more
not exceed 0.6. for Q greater than or equal stringent until the total plant capacity
to 10,000 mmBtu/hr, Pt shall not exceed reaches 10,000 mmBtu/hr after which the
0.1. Figure 2 may be used to estimate emmission limit for each newer facility
allowable emissions. will be 0.1 lb/mmBtu heat input. The

rated capacities for facilities regulated by
(b) As each new indirect heating facil- 326 IAC 12, New Source Performance

itv is added to a plant Q will increase. As Standards, shall be included when calcu-
a result, the emission limitation for each lating Q for subsequent facilities.

9-9-68 Published by THE BUREAIJ OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC.. Washington. D.C. 20037 99
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Branch Code 44

L.oASTRN D LMBORA1TRIES,INC.
Date Rac'd 61121191

Date Sampled

SamplAed By YO"PSFLIYES

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTNa MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. OF1261791MV137
BOILER #3
RUN #1
CAN # 2030
12/06/90

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BT.U./LB % Sulfur

AsRecd 13.59 6.14 33.41 46.86 11677 1.06

Dry Bass 7.11 38.66 54.23 13514 1.16

M-A-Free 14549

FOR YOVUR PROTECTION TWI DOCUMENT HAS ______________________________
SEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK.

NOT %" F ALTERED,

40 MARK M. SMITHk ______40



Branh Code 44

Lab. No. 867 STANDA.DM .--IINC.

Date Rec'd 81/21/91

Date Samled

Sampled By YOURSELVES

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTNt MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER #3
RUN #2
CAN # 1473
12/06/90

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BTU /LB % Sulfur

As Recd 14.31 6.96 32.54 46.19 11363 6.92

DryBasis 8.12 37.97 53.91 13261 1.08

M A-Free 14433

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT KHAS __________________

BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PARER STOCK Respectfully Submitted
NOT VAUD IF ALTERED

41MAK.SMT
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Branch Code 44

8686Lab. R STANDRD LABOARTRIES,INC.
Date Recd 01/21/91

Date Sampled

Sampled By YOURSELVES

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN, MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971-5326

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER 03
RUN 63
CAN 6 1284
12/06/90

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BTU,/LB Sulfur

AsRecd. 11.20 7.31 34.11 47.38 11901 1.05

Dry Basis 8.23 38.41 53.36 13402 1.18

M-A-Free 14605

FOR O PRTCTION TR DCUM HAS Flespetfuy Submtted _____________________
BEEN 42RD ON (u1AE PAPER STOCKMNOT VAU IF ALTERED. 2(AK*'MT

L4



Brach ode 44

La.N. 8681 R STRNWDADLASORA1ORESN.
Dat Re'd 01/21/91

Date Sampled

SamledBy YOURSELVES

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN a MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791EV137
BOILER #4
RUN #1
CAN # 4740
12/10/90

% Moisture % As,% \Alatile % Fixed Carbon BT.U /LB.0 Sulfur

As Recd. 12.18 7.70 32.00 48.12 11641 0.95

Dry Basis ----- 8.77 36.43 54.80 13256 1.08

M-A-Free 14530

FOR YOVUR PRICTIO THIS Peepetful Iumtel_______________________
WEN PIF341 0ON ComTFOLED ppEA SrCK.111Sefi um

NOTUF ALTEWD 43 MR .SITH



Branch Code 4

La.N. 8682 nSTRNDARD LABORATORIES.WN.
Date Rec'd 01/21/91

Date Sampled

SamledBy YOURSELVES

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLAIT
ATTI: MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM APB, IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791HV137
BOILER *4
RUN #2
CAN # 909
12/10/90

%Moisture % Ash % volatile % Fixed Carbon B.T.U./LB1. Sulfur

As Rec'd 13.11 6.98 32.81 47.10 11614 0.98

Dry Basis --- 8.04 37.76 54.20 13367 1.13

M-A-Free 14535

FOR YOUR PIFOTECTION THIS ________________________Submitted

BEEN PRINED ON CONTROLLED FAPER STOCK.RPCfI umte _______________

NOT W4.0 F ALER 44 MAKMSITH



Branch Code 
ST44 

_ __D

Lab. No. 8683 RST NDARD LABORATORIESINC.
Date Rec'd 1/21/91

Date Sampled

YOURSELVESSampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER #4
RUN #3
CAN # 0332
12/10/90

% Moisture Ash % Volatile Fixed Carbon BTU./LB Sulfur

A, Recd 14.39 7.26 31.84 46.51 11334 0.94

DryBasis 8.48 37.19 54.33 13239 1.10

M-A-Free 14466

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully Submitted x-
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK et Si MARK__.____ITH

NOT VALID IF ALTERED 45 MARK M. SMITH



Iran - Code. 441

8684oa. o. 91 STANA LAORAORIES,INC.
61121/91

Date Rec'd

Date Sampled

YOURSELVES
Sampled By

365 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTNs MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER #5
RUN #1
CAN # 1756
12/11/90

Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BTU./LB. Sulfur

As Recd 11.09 6.38 35.61 46.92 12152 1.69

Dry Basis 7.18 40.65 52.77 13668 1.22

KI-A-Free 14724

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HASRepcflySbiek
BEEN PRINTED ON CONRLE PAPER STOCK RepcflySbited

4N6O . 4 MARK SMITH



Branch Code 8685 I

Lab1/21/91 STAND D LABORA1ORIESINC.
Date Recd

Date Sampled

YOURSELVES
Sampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTNs MR GRAHAM
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER #5
RUN #2
CAN # 4120
12/11/90

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon B.TU./LB % Sulfur

As Rec'd. 11.95 6.74 34.26 47.11 11931 0.76

Dry Basis 7.65 38 85 53.50 13549 0.86

M-A-Free 14672

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THS DOCUR ENT HAS Respectfully S7ubmit.t
SEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPR STOCKReetflySbttd__ _________________

NOTVLID F ATERED 47 ARI N. SMITH



44
Branch Code

8686
Lab. No. STI:ND: RD LABORATORIESINC.

01/21/91
Date Rec'd

Date Sampled

YOURSELVES
Sampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTNs MR GRAHAM
GRISSOY AFB. IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

P.O. #F1261791MV137
BOILER #5
RUN #3
CAN # 2819
12/11/90

', Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BT.U./LB. Sulfur

AsRecd 11.59 6.19 34.98 47.24 12117 1.12

Dry Basis 7.00 39.57 53.43 13705 1.27

M-A-Free 14737

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully_______Submitted____
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT VALID IF ALTERED 48MARKM. SMITH
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Port Locations and Sampling Points
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DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS

Stack ID: BYPASS Stack diameter at ports: 5.5 (ft)

Distance A (ft) 11.5 (duct diameters) 2.1

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance A: 12

Distance B (ft) 39.5 (duct diameters) 7.2

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance B: 12

Number of traverse points used: 12

5. 5' 0.33A

0
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APPENDIX G

Boiler 3 Field Data
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PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET NO. I
(Stack Geomejtry)

SOURCE TYPE AND MAKE

SOURCE NUMBER INSIDE STACK DIAMETER

II Inches

RELATED CAPACITY TYPE FUEL

DISTANCE FROM OUTSIDE OF NIPPLE TO INSIDE DIAMETER

i+ " hprfi, Inches
NUMBER OF TAVERSES NUMBRO ~NSTAE

LOCATION OF SAMPLING POINTS ALONG IRA VERSE

PERCENT OF DISTANCE FROM TOTAL DISTANCE FROM OUTSIDE
POINT DIAMETER INSIDE WALL OF NIPPLE TO SAMPLING POINT

(Inches) (In ches)

OELAPR 76 52



PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET 140. 2
(Velocity and Temperature Traverse)

BASE F DATE

BOILER NUMBER

INSIDE STACK DIAMETER I h

STATION PRESSURE

2-.i ICI In Hg
STACK STATIC PRESSURE

0. ! In H20

SAMPLING TEAM

TRAVERSE POINT NUMBER VELOCITY HEAD, Vp IN H20 STACK TEMPERATURE (OF)

6 o1 _ q-_IL

h,tjile d,'u= *4..3 ___________

A VERA GE
OEHL F:;/ 16 53
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM = ;.

Compemy 03 o°SERVATION DATE START TIME END.,,,

STREET AOORES40 I 0CMET
2", 3223 N , , COMMENpTs

j f~ 15- _ _ __ _ __

STATE 20P e r_- r2c _ _"

PHONE (KEY CCfAC) SOURCEc 10 NUMtIERrAle IrJ'

PRCES ~uPEWOPERATING MODE -

CONTR~OL E M hr OPEFRANG M40E J

CESCRIBS EMISS;ON PC.;r a

5/o,4 54_________

HiGHr A4OVE GRCUNO LEVEL HEIGHT R"LT1 E TO OBSERVER fL7

100 slam ,_0o___ Ed Itf j. - /0 .,
DISTANCE F.=OM OBSERVER D!RECTION FROM OBSERVER 1? - 1 / - ,-

nm" lo' End S af JIv A/ Erd 1- -

D.iCRI E EMISS4ONS 13 2 5 JO

oE, Z , 1___o

SEMIVSCN COLOR' IF WATER DRd'PLET PLUME 15 -

S~tt a r End Attached 0 Detached C - 2_

PO;NT IN THE PLUME AT WHICH OPACITY WAS DETERMNED I 10 5 ___0_____

Stiat )' End " 17 ? j If i0 /_

DESCRIBE PLUME BACIfROUND lB ,Q /o /i sr
Sia ,.1 5 End .- - -'

BACKCRCUNO CCLOR SKY CONOITONS 19 ,_______"____"
Start 6t'a) End 4oo Stan 0 tc End "20 2 0

W OIN DIRECTION /0

s :, .iE'd - - S'at .2 70 , End 7 0 21 I a / -

AMBIENT TEPMP 1WET BULB TEMP RH. PWll Cl 22 / 67sa,, J-IP" End )j'f I :j'gAI ?2,.a - / -/ -,__ __ ___ _

str Ed IO I jot Fo 1 (0

StvA SOURCE LAYOUTT SKETC4 Drauw 2 m 3 /0L..
pkw 24 /0

Sun + 0 / U -

W ird - m- CQ 26 2 0A . ..

XEm Paim 27__ _

21 10 /o 2 o f

o '20Lo _______s2 C jo I.

- ""O5 OkONA00IPOAMATION IAT
CERTIFIED



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

EASE TRUN mumBE

(r i550't A~- DeeL qO K~(~ wi
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

I?o o-r 3
11. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Filter) 107 6/0./4

BACKC H A LF (it needed)

Total Weight of Particulate* Collected

II * WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

ININERI(f20 ON ('-01)

IMPINGER 1 (ff20)

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) Ohl 0

IMPINGER 4 (Silica 0.l) o- q j . 0 0

Total Weight of Water Collected

Ill. ___________________ G~ASES (Dry) __________ _______

ITMANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGEITMI2 34

VOL % CO

VOL %N2 1
Vol S " 2 a (100% C0 02 S~ CO)

OEHL PFt0M 2056
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORMNo

ComPANY N.A.IE OSSERIVATION DATE jSTART TIME END TIME
c,,,,- # - ,IF, //-€ 6 tW ,,

STREET ADORESS 0 is 30 45 COMMENTS

r 30 0o 5 rIL4 I

CITY STATE - ZIP 2 30 2 r " I5

PHONE (KEY CC.NTAcT) SOURCE ID NUMdER 20 - - -*z o

PROCESS EOU;,%.,M OPERATINGMODE - /MD 5 2 2. _ __

/,,0 I '' a0 20Z-f-- ,o__o 1
CONTROL ECUIPMEtT OPERATING MOOS

7I

- . - ,I o ZcESCRIBE EMISS-N Co I -

HEIGHT ABOVE GRUND L:VEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 1 'e 5- f 20 z_ _ _ _

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER r ?)If -70If b____-___;___0_
S, ,, 7f 1  

End SarI Al Eod 13 )a 5 zo Zo

OESCRIBE E~iSONS 1

~ /0 1c/4 E:d Z yo

EMI-5SICH COLOR IF WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 0 Y'a z.. I :"
Sta t End " Anah:ad l3 Detached 0 I

PO;NT IN THE PLUME A7 W HI
CH OPACITY WAS DETERMiNE O  

Is_'_ )_ _

Statn End 17 4 j iO _____ ______

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND I

str c/q /~s4 End - g I37J ______

BACXCROUN CCLOR SKY CONDITIONS ;30 h20 Zo

Start y±f End 
"  

Start OLIC. End V 20 £0 0z Zi __
WINO SPEED WIND DIRECTION

s, 1 "" Ed Sar End 2120

ANMiE14T TEPAP WET BULB TEMP 1PH, perce ~ 22 jo K .1_ ____________

~~"E' 1" 23 132-0 4) 1~ZTTL _______

Sltc SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH rw Nom Armrw - - [ 77 -_"_ _

_ (9- (D 410 F O~f_____
w 

O 4 YO f

2 J .rn ,o ' .J __ _ _ _ _ _ _

X mission pow# 27 y- ,

29 ~~ f , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

30 LO 430 )a I0_________

C b s4 s o s , , B E R 'S N A M I IN )

\ :: ,s ,l!,

013SFW RS S1G IAU;!j -DATE

ORGANIZATION

CER T IFE D CERTDAT E

ADTIONAL INF-ORMATiON CETIIE BY DATE'9



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

-~~~ ~ ~ ~ 'r: amA Db4 vKl, i
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

PARTICULATES __________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

,1, S 0 . 1 1q3  O/

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
HffI Filter) 6 716.6;4o.375-

B3ACK HALF (if neded)

Total Weight of Particulate* Collected ~ c) e

if. WATER

ITMFINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
ITEM (en) (en) (n

IMPINGER I (H20) .s~.o

IMPINGER 2 (1120) .0 M()oo tj

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) I

IMPINGER 4 (Sili ca Get) 00 j .o

Total Weight of Water Collected ~e

Ill. ~~GASES (Dry) _______

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
12 3 4

VOL %C02 ~ ; *

VOL % 02 Lf

VOL % CO

VOL % N42

OEH FORM 20 1 10e0-i.'K ' V l 42  (10% % C0 2 %02 % CO)

OEIMAY71 59
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VISIBLE EMISSION O2SERVATION FOR.M .

COMPANY . ,CSERVATION DATE START TIXE END TI:.4E

6 r;u ,4/ - 1. 4, / ;, lvec 1 /1,101 / 2Y

STREE Aa 15SSE:i 30 45 COMMENTS

3-01  30 30 1 _r

CI STATE ZIP 2 / . - __/ _0

( - I4/4 II(- 7 3O _ _____

PIHiONE (KEY CC.'TACT) SOURCE ID NUMdER - - -

4 20 20 ,5 /5 .

PROCESS ECU:PMENT OPERATING MOD
=  

5 /5 f-/ ZJf- 30

CONTEOL ECUkPMENT OPERATING MO0_

CECRIBE EMISS;ON PCJ;NT B ,o 25 f __

HEiGHT A2BOVE= GACUN LEVEL hEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 11

/A Sian /00 End - ./--

DISTANCE FROM CBSEPV=R.. I FIECrON FROM OBSERVER 12 j- J

Sn 7F< End X S'an N, Erd 13 2 4 zo I20

-DESCRIBE PE ACSROUNO 18
S~afl ) End An2ach1d 1 Deta/Q 1 £"__1____-___-
PC;NT IN THE PUE AT '*,HPCH OPACITY WAS DE--TERMNED z

StanT TE EM jEnd 17 Z.'"t 0 2 2 O Zo

E3._.RIBE / /PLUME BACKGROUN D 18 C7 z 4:7 ' / "

Sart 
En

28 19 2e ''_______

BA'--(CRCU.'.O CCLOR SKY CONDI1TON S 0

IN D S EE D" WND IRE~CnrON - - r -

SEmi Ed S'ars End 21 - /9 /6 / _

3t0 /E I 1___23_70___/0

S~~~~~OS SOURC LAYME SKETCH DrwNM .a

Emission Point 27 / - 2 /0 I'

28 I i )- ."

'~r 0• -V ,
OrS RS)GA ~ DATE

ORtINIZATION

ADOgTIOJAL I--ORMATON 61 }CER"1FIED BY DATE.. ,- . A- I



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

trr S T61
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

$0 F--_

1. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES(a)(802) (AM)

FILTER NUMBER

~0. /s,~ De

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front

Hall Filte) 9 3, 734~ -Z (,Ao 0 0 io5'

B3ACK HALF (it needed)

.... Total Weight of Particulates Collected0 g

is. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(en)(am) (901)

IMPINGER 1 (H20) .. 8~i .ovi M

IMPINGER 3 M IM(

IMI R 4 (SIllCe Oat) £1 ~ ~ .0 19

Total Weight of Water Collected

Ill. ~~GASES (Dry) _______

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSISAVRG
I2 3 4AVRG

VOL %. CO

VOL 'P, N2
L

O E L F O MV 
l % 2  (100% - %C 2  % 0 2 - % CO )

MAYL 7 20 62
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PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET NO. 2
(Velocity and Temperature Traverse)

BOILER NUMBER

INSIDE STACK DIANEYE

STATION PRESSURE 
Ice

STACK STATIC PRESSUREInH

O.J 5~In H120
SAMPLING TEAM

TRAVERSE POINT NUMBER VELOCITY HEAD, Vp IN H2D STACK TEMPERATURE (OF)

Lt0 1-f-

AVERAGE

OEHL FOR" 6 64
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VISLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORIM 0o.

COPN NA-ME O.33ERVATION DATE START TIME IENj TIME

6rissoe f 6 j 00 ; 9oI ?
Is1 30 45 COMMENTS

PHONE (KEY CONTACT) SOURCE 10 NU~dER -. Q2 fi0__________

PRCS GIMETOPERTING MODS /0 1 7 -

CONTROL ECUtPMENTr OPERATING MODE -/~L /0 /0 ______0_____

A,4 /0 / O / _______

DESCRIBE EMISSIN POINTa

/0 1 f_______

HEiGIHr ABOVE GROUND LEVEL fHEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 1 1,-1, _ __________

10a, staff ,VV End- _ - -

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER 1? 2 0 2 20 20__________

s1-~n /j~o End Start AAd Erd 13 - i - __________

E=SCRIBE EMi$SIONS Ed/ __ __________

Stan End ~ l Al. 0 /

EM~ISSION4 COLOR 'IF WATER DROPLET PLUME F15

S:arl r.t a End .' IAttached 0 Detached 0 -

PO:NT IN THE PLUME AT WHICH OPACITY WAS DET-rRMINED 16 /~ / _________________

S~an End 17 /0 / __ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DESCRIBE PLUME BACI(3ROUNO18 -oI /

Start g fr . .AEnd

BACKCROUND COLOIA fSKY CONDITONS 1149/ /0 /0 ___________

StanI J/.' End Stan nd2 /
WINO SPEED WIND DIRECTION -0.2 ~ 1 9

staff .7 JK/l E mil Start_ 2 fW' End -21 IN'p4

AMBIENT TEMAP WVET BULB TEM6P PH, pefcent 22

Endl 3- JL'/ 12' -. LL. _______

txtSOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Draw Nounh Arrw -

Sun + 25

(X mission Point 2? (10a ).LL Ira...

0 
29

30 10 ;_ _ _ _ _ _

ADOIT~~~~e4ALM' PCRA1N6 ETIID0~ OT



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

SASE ~DATE ~RUN NUMBER/

BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

9 ;(e r/
PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

0, 10 7 as__ __ _ __ __ __ _

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Filter)Do 

O.05C0i(7i

BACK HALF (If needed)

Total Weight of Particulates Collected ~~a

If. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(1111na ) (801)

IMPINGER I1(H20) 16 0 0 K-

IMPINGER 2 (H120) 0 O0 O( il

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) ~ogi.

Total Weight of Water Collected ~3 a

Ill.____________GASES (Dry)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
I2 3 4

VOL % C02 
r

VOL % 02

VOL % CO

VOL % N

Vael 16 H2 a 000%l % C0 2 -%02 %CO)

OELMAY 76 20 6
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM N

CC,,MPANY NA.,E f OC3.ERVATION OATE START TIME END TIAE

6f$,,v-- " -vO Aeqqc? 0 /05S I J/ zs-
E AD is 4 5 COMMENTS

CITY STATE IP2 LQ

PHONE (KEY CC-iTACT) SOURCE ID NUMdER -- z r"

PROCES CUJpmkNT OPERArING MOCE S 1 0 /, / -
&/ F,' -* 1/' 6' 2030 1

CONTROt. ECUPMENT OPERATING MOE --

-Al 20 30 2r _______

CESCRIBE EMISS:ON PC NT 0 25- 4_-

10 10 f 5_ __ _ _ _

HEiGHT ABOVE GACU%D LEVEL I hEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER

S I /00 Endf

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVERq D:RECT1ON FROM OBSERVER ?

Sran _(/,)-V End Salhv 4  Erd e13

131
0=-SCFISE EkAtSSIONS 1 0 / ___________

AMNT T E nd IF WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 /

S~~~~aff~lz 4 r 4o En,,ah e 1

PO;N T IN THE PLUME A - WHICH OPACITY WAS DETERMINED__________________

Slal /End .- 17 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DESCRIBE PLUME BACK(GROUND 18

WINO SPEED jIND DIRECTION

SA. Ed Swt -aj 0 End 2 1 0 0

_______ ______ _______ __ __________ 3_...iAMBIENTio, TEM WE-74 , BULB TEPPH.,el..q 2

S DSOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Draw NotE Aw - /0

Sun0_

X Emission Pooet 272L. _

28 ~ ~ 0 ~ _________

30 f /0 X? g

1ADDITIONAL iNFORMATION [CEjS W 4BYa' 
6I DATE~



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

S. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

ACETONE WASHINGS (Ptobo. Front
Half Filter) j 3 /0,R 31

BACK HALF (it nowded)

................,...Total Weight of Particulates Collected O~o3s

If. WATER __________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(1110) (am)(d)

IMPINGER 1 (H120) ~r~ LO

IMPINGER 2 (1120) 0. Lt ~

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) 0-am~

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Get) 0 7 .~ ~

Total Weight of Water Collected 7

Ill. GASES (Day)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3 4

VOL %C02 rni'% 5 _______.307

VOL % 2 t'"6 i C% 1/ 7%: __/0__ hA~/

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Val %N12 * (100%. % C0 2 . % 02 - S CO)

OEHL FORM 70
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM

COMPANY NA,.IE OBSERVATION DATE START TIME END TIM E6 r,,-- 4,/6 - ,,/./,., I/Y../ utoo oo 7 ,
TRET AD SS , 0 0 s 30 45COMMENTS

6'" G,,,o- ,/4, - Z I XI, V 1 3 - - .
PHONE (KEY CCNJTACT) SOURCE 10 NUMdIEA ~ 2...

I

PROCESS EOU;PMENT OPERATING MODS 5 * __________

CONTROL ECUIPMENT OPERAnNG MODE 1 '  
. 5

OESCRIBE EMISS:ON Pcwdr a o15 _

i /d sA/ I 0 _' 0 c2_-

10 J 5 o _

HEIGHT ABOVE GACU. LEVEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER

/00 / - staff o End - - - - __-

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER D:RECTTON FROM OBSERVER 12 j5 .5 5-

JE/ F.' S~av Erd 13

D; R ~IONS
End .714 0 4P2 __ _ _ __ _ _ _[ EIISSION COLOR IF WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 j- - -

S'art &.', End !Attachood 0 Detach~ed 0

PO:NT IN THE PLUME AT WHICH OPACITY WAS DETERMINED 0 _- _

Stant 2' End -'17 5- ____________

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND 18 r _- _ _ __-

Start . e End

BACKCROUO CCLOR SKY CONDITIONS 19 - 7 7

StAl End -start C., End -20 J1 - r __________

WINO SPEED WIND DIRECTION

St 5-V,1 End Sta 070 End 21 0 I _-_ _

AMBIENT TEMP WET BULB TEMP RH. pewew 22 0- - -

start Air End fIV 1 53A .. _ _ _ _ _

Sack SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Draw NoMU Anu - 23 -
with Q24 / 0

sun + I-IY) 2Sf __________

Wir4 -.-

0h-0 20

0 missionPon27 J

29 " )- y- o

30 f - ______

O07ER'S NAME (PRIN2 __

--.4 2# Poito 400o
, o0-AA.,-, ^W /- //F.

7 R2DY I . DATE



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

60f5 C~ t- E6 7 PeL 3
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

i3&i _- 4
PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(gi) (am) rvi)

FILTER NUMBER

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Fltr) U.9e 3 0 " -

BACK HALF (Il needed)

Total Weight of Particulates Collected

II. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(Un) (so) (U(a)

IMPINGER 1 (F20) . . .- , 0

IMPINGER 2 (Hf20) , ,

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4(Silca G) 3. t . 0 0 g.

Total Weight of Water Collected.-L. r
OM

III. GASES (D)y

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS
1 2 3 4 AVERAGE

VOL %C02 CIO

VOL 02 I 2. , jI . / 1/. 04 II._ _._°_ _

VOL ',CO

VOL " N
2

Vol %N 2 2 (100%'%CO 2 .%02 ' %CO)

OENL FORM 20 73MA Y 78 7
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PRELIMINARY SURVEY DATA SHEET NO. 2
(Velocity and Temperature Traverse)

BASE DATE !i," ?

BOILER NUMBER "

INSIDE STACK DIAMETER

Inches

STATION PRESSURE

STACK STATIC PRESSURE "

In H20
ISAMPLING TEAM

TRAVERSE POINT NUMBER VELOCITY HEAD, Vp IN N20 rv" STACK TEMPERATURE (OF)

o t~~~ 01_ __ -. __IS

,.___ __ __ ,.l ________,__,___

l0

AVERAGE

OEHL ,oR M a 16 77_

A_ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ __

____ ___ _ PT::: ' _ ___ ___
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORIM

COMPANY .l TSERVATION DATE START TIME END TIME

6rl.ko~ )4 I /AI/ I? __ ? 00/0 3 1

S=CO TDROL ESSPMN SPF~N EC ;'5

___I ____ ____I__ ____ ___ ____ ___ IP4____ __-_ ___

STREE-~a isO~S S30 ~ I 0 1 45 COMMENTS

ca 4 2-2

6rT /a _Dt/ 1 3 ,

PHONE (KEY CC UITACT) SOURCE 10 NUMdER 1 g -. , .... 7..

s ,, " IE OPERATING MODE 1- L7 Lo'

PREOII P ELO _FWAER___ET_____ O (; '

CONTROL ECUIPMENT 
OPERATINGMODE 17.

St-' $/En 7,- , o s- ¥

DESCRIBE EMISSRON PO;NT 0 _--_ _ __ _

HEGT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER

/00_______ Slail/0 End fLTL~ _ _ _ _
DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER D!FIECTION FROM OBSERVER 12 -<~- S.---//

S"n /31D End S'afl 1V A
/ E.d 13 /o 7 3- 7 1o

DESCRIBE EMI -S$

Sn /a1;j En 14 I 4 Yo -f __ __ __ _

E.VISSIC-N COLOA IF WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 fl f-o -; 0
S:art &0,1A1 End Atachod -Detached -- 1
[PONT IN THE PLUME At WHICH OPACITY WAS DE-TERMiNED 2,. -J o0

Stan 3 / End 117 7 J5" _0

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND 18I vs - "oI_ _________

Start (,1(4r fk End
BACKGROUND COLOR' SKY CONDITIONS r 3

Stan e End J start End 20
WIND SPEED EdWIND DIRECTION rY93

SL"4 EKnd S:ait. / 701, End 21 / _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AMBIENT TEMAP WET BULB TEMP RH. prcft 22 I I

sakSOURCE LAYOUIT SKETCH Draw Nonm Arrow 23

Sn+0 _ _ _

ion pomi 287 * _____________

o 28~, J- 0,_ __ _ _

00 Q o _ _ __ _ _ _ _

ObS63 S Positon

14V'a.Z- I l /;i

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Tgl [CERTIFIED By r DATE



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

risso-~ A-J-
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

6u0e Lo
1. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PAR~TICLES
(AMn) '(amn) (AM)

FILTER NUMBER 

33

Total Weight of Particulates Collected

If. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER 2 (1120) 
0

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) 3

IMPINGER 4(SftcaGet)

Total Weight of Water Collected

Ill. GASES (Dhy)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE12 3 4

VOL% C02 yg 9.'- 8.)

VOL%O02 b I,7

VOL %.CO

VOL %. N2

Val %" 2 z (100I% CO2. %02-.% CO)

OENL FORM 80
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VISIBLE EMISSION O2SERVATION FORM

COMPANY i1 JE OSEFIVATION DATE START TIME END TIMEGtir oi d //f ,ee - ,,i.rtA. ' ./'o 1357I2

STREET ADDRESS SEC0 S 3 45OMET

5" 10 /0 /o

CITY STATE ZIP 2 /0 0 /0

PHONE (KEY CC.NTAcT) SOURCE ID NUMdER .. ... /0 "" o _

1 0 /a 0 /0 __

PROCESS EOUIPMENT OPERATING MODE 1 / -/ /

CONTROL EOUIPMENT OPERAflNG MOE 3 /67 to /0

- - 4 -,4ss o /0 10 _0

CE"CRIBE EMISS;ON PC-,NT 1 / 0 /0

/01o /0

HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER - to

)00n Ed nd' 4/

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER [DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER 12 /0 /, / _

Srmn , SD End Slat A/'Q Erd 1

E,.ISSION COLOR IF WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 . 5- 0 _ _ _

Str 6hf'W End ' Alachad 0 Detached 0 -F ;NT IN THE PLUME A7 WHICH OPACITY WAS DETERMINEO 16 /D

sp~ .03n End 17 5 !7-/

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND 16 o- is0 ,o __

S~at .~~4' I-; End

BAC IGROUNO CCLOR SKY CONDITIONS 19 to /0 0

Stan 4 End S a S laE0
VIINO SPEED WINO DIRECTION

sun f(&Vjj Ed ~ Start ,20 End 21___/0__V_____
AMENT TEMP IWET BULB TEMP R pm4 22s -a,- Ed Y 7 -1 & (_ _ _ __109_/

Sta. SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Draw Nolt A avw - 5- /0 0v~t"
Pww24 /0__ ___________

Sun -+ 25 t r

wir ---- 0 S -

2 0 0 2 8~_ 
_ _ _ _ _

0, 26 o / / a 0o

%A?

Obsmees pgos..

+__ -&Sum LoaLse~ Lone 4ogce

LINFOMAT82 CERIFIED BY 1DATE

82 Aai1



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUME

PARTICULATES __________ _________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

___ _30 _ ___ __ __ q a53

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Filter) 09C-07, 67,, ; O /9 7

SACK HALF (it needed)

- ~~Total Weight of Particulates Collected ~ c~

gg ~~~~WATER__________
ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

(n)n) (901)

IMPINGER 1(120) 0

IMPINGER 2 (1120) O o7

IMPINGER 3 (Dry) 0

IMPINGER 4(Siica Gel) 0. ,o ~ D/" 8

Total Weight of Wanter Collected £~.'

lii. ________________ ~~~GASES (Dry) ________ _______

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3

VOL %C02

VOL %0

VOL % CO

VOL % N42

Vol %14 " (1W~ -S C0 2 . 02 .5 C0)

OEHL "O' 20 83
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VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORIM

COMPANY NA:..tE OaGERVATION DATE START TIME END TIME

(,rifaus' 11/6- &4//.t 4./r o tOcivi / l0/l
STRE2 L AO1ES 0 15 30 45 COMMENTS

S -0" M r4/ Zip3Ca 6 STATE j IP _____________-__-

PHONE (KEY CC. 'TACT) SOURCE I NUMdER
" 1_ /f_ Kr 20

PROCESS EUIPMENT OPERATING ,AO-9 5 If- F 2 .z 0
0s 1 la/ 0 1 " f 1/r

CONTROL ECUIPMENr OPERATING MOE

CESCRIBE EMISS;ON P C.T a ir /,.
5 7 / £Xa. 9 " 1o 0 1 r /371

HEIGHT ABOVEt GAUND LE-VEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 101 ICr /1 /0"/ I

M ir_ _ stat /O7 End /

DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER DIRECTION FROM OSSERVER 12 /0 /C __

Stan IfV#' Eld S-an A/ Er4 /

OESCRI E EMSSiONS 
1 L 0 _ 0

EMISSION4 COLOR' IF WATER DROPLET PLUME ISLE5.LI

OS:at bN T - End Atachad 0 Detached {0 16

PO;,T 1. THE PLUME A7 WHICH OPACTY WAS DETERMNEO 1"

[Stan? It Envd .- 17 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DESCPJISE PLUME BACKGROUNO 18__________S ; t
Stat ( I End 19-
BAC(GRO DI0CLOR" SKY CONDITIONS End 20 -

WINO SPEED EdjWIND IREcTION 21 f-
r ta ,# St c~QO End /1 /0

AM:IE T TE'AP WET BULB TEMP JR. p'
e

lcI 22stail ; fe ' Endo" I ,7/, /o "L.L- I __ _ __ _ _

sta23End 50 7 2

S=%l SOURw YO Draw Norlft Anrw
:24 / I0 /_ tO___

Su+ 25 ____ __

26 ~ _ _ _ _

28

So Lo Ln AF_ _ _ _ _

Wa 
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

1 0 f IC-S o ekn 4F T I -I 2
BUILDING "UMBER SOURCE NUMBER

1. PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(90) (AM)()

FILTER "NDMER 1.706 ~8s

ACETONE WASHINGS (Pro".e Front
man Piler) 3 !.y513

BACK HALF (ii needed)

Total Weight of Paticulates Collected /e
11. WATER__________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

(401e) (901)

IMPINGER I (F20) .4.. ~o 0 3 0

IMPINGER 2 (H20) 0)-o

IMPINGER 3 (Der') o

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Oat) ~ ~ ~~ 00

X....Total Weight of Waer. Collected

Ill. C_ _ ASES (Dry)_ _ _

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
12 3 4

VOL %C02 -7.3.7I -7

VOL %0 2  ;k-. 7 -77

VOL %CO

VOL % 112

Vol S 042 2 (10% CO2 % 02.% CO)

OIWL PO" 20
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NOZZLE CALIBRATION DATA FOPM

Date k 7 '0 Calibrated by C , 'I r4,Qf

Nozzle Nozzle Diametera b c
identification D, D avg

number mm n.) mm fin.) nmjin.) 1mm (in.)
0' 1,10 0. 0,3 o.71 ~ 0. Y

where:

a = three different nozzles diameters., mm (in.); each
D' 2 3  diameter must be within (0.025 mm) 0.001 in.

b AD = maximum difference between any two diameters, mm (in.),

AD <(0.10 mm) 0.004 in.

C D avg average of DI, D2, and D3 .

Quality Assurance Handbook P15-2.6
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TYPE S PITOT TUBE INSPECTION DATA FORM

Pitot tube assembly level? _ _ _ yes no

Pitot tube openings damaged? yes (explain below) v no

a I = 1 0 (<100), a 2  2- o (<100), B1 = (<50),

2= 2- 0 (<50)

Y = °o, =, A = __"_, _ cm (in.)

0. ,ZS )
z = A sin y = O,6'/ cm (in.); <0.32 cm (<1/8 in.),

w = A sin 0 = t, O/6L cm (in.); <.08 cm (<1/32 in.)
C-03/3

P _A _, 513 0'.L_ cm (in.) Pb 'z1- (,Y3j cm (in.)

Dt = ___7__ cm (in.)

Comments: LCC S7jeVC-,C6 /,k9v ti9 (k lZ 62 /1/9 )'i-ji ,

Calibration required? yes _ no

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-1.7
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METER BOX CALIBRATION DATA AND CALCULATION FORM

(English units)

Date 13 Awg Meter box number

Barometric pressure, Pb = 30,17-- in. Hg Calibrated by

Gas volume Temperature

Orifice Wet test Dry gas Wet test Dry gas meter

manometer meter meter meter Inlet Outlet Avg' Time

setting (VW), (Vd), (tW) '  (td  ), (td ), (td) ,  (0),

(i), 0 0 Y" 1@

in. H20 ft3  ft3  OF OF OF OF min in. H120

0.5 5 1,4 1~

1.0 5 1~0 V 81_ a~ l~_/9z
__ _ /0__ 0%0_ 5 41~. $1 547 - 5, - - 0

2.0 10 10,2Z5 !5-Cf25 'qM' 54Vq5S 1.3 1 6Lo98ZI 1.32..
3.0 10_25I- oi3 ''Z

%h 4.0 10 IQO 64
Avg e95i?

,A n Vw Pb(td + 460) (t0.0317 t (w + 460) "

S13.6 1' V (L@ + 460) V
2 Vd(P b f3.6) (, + 460) b td w

0.5 0.0368 Y. =¢ f36'1 sY54 o Z (oL-3,# 7-

")t(30,,,)(55#41) ,,

1.0 0.0737 0 .

1.5 0.110 I 2 70 31 5 (I)Z-

,. -Y- 7'.)_11 .511J

a If there is only one thermometer on the dry gas meter, record the temperature

under td*

Quality Assurance Handbook M4-2.3A (front side)
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%0

-T 3, 4 4

4160

+ =

o a 0Ia C

41 0.4

0 40
41~4 __ __ _0

> 0 --.

-4- 4 4 ~ I .o u $4-4

cl a a '

P44 $4 01

U41. 4 41
ku.9 64 v 1

k. 41 41 514
tA a' I It, $~ 4 414

614 '9 41 141 5

OM 4 a
S40 1'jj 41 4. 14r 1

E-4 0V to5 9 P 41 4 O

14 a 4 1 41 41 ~ 4~
1441 "0 CIS M 41 4 AL

41 40. 14 P 0 4 3 41 4.w)

Do 41431 v41 ca i4. 41
.441 3; v 0 I r ,

94 1 1 " 0

E- # 0 W40
.v4 14 0 41 41 41 0 A W41 0

Q* 41 A0 41 U 140.
k^ O A 41.v 414

41 lq" 31 P4
*0 1100

54 -4 4

00 41 201

4* t (0 U 1 003 U4

if4 41 41' U 5

a014 a 044 6 41 0 1 4
43~~~~ U4114.4 ."e

CA 41 &41 01000)%W
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'.0

'00
-.(s = -

-.
0 C:0

fa. 4)

41 4)

if Va 4p

FAo do :0 c; S4
V > 4

lu* 0

-. 44 
04 .. .

61 L) j)LC 4)
.4 0 r4.

43j - u3 014

4.) 
- 04

WV'. to **4 34
5~0 ~ A 4) '42$

* 0
14 - -4 . * rz 0 4-4

0a 0 (A U
03 4 u $ 4 w. 4 3

P .0 0 S -1 4 ) 6

1'-~ 144)C)4

C14 v A34 44 4.4 14 4 43) 2 ri.

'v' $4 cc 0 1
___ 41 1-414 c 4

fr 4 4 430 10oa
H 140 a a 0% m344)0 0 00

E 43 o~4 01 P ) ;. 5243 0 >
V 00 41V 00 0 0'1i V 4

43 43)4 00 4) 41 41

14 41 - -10 
41 4) 4

~ -' ~ 40 41 41 A 43

0) 43 *4Aj~~L ) > . 4)J .4 43 4)

43 ea-4 V 0 41 4) 14H4 4 c4) #
41' ,~~ e.4 Q0 $) a '4

4) 0 - 4 4

1:1 I-34 4)
1- 0 )) 1 00 0 w 4-4 >4 -

431~% )0 0C41 4) 0 in .-

v Z 1 00 40 4 0 S
0 ' 3~ 'a % 4 00 0 4 01

4) 'I to4 4) Do 4)0 )0 -

431 435 0 rf 41 0 0 43 .u 043 ol
-a %q*. to 14 1 1 4 4) '4 1 14 -. 4 :2

4)r= __ _ _0 . . 0 - >4 1

____0 
04-l :

4))0- *r4 0 U4) 43 C3
0 to 00 03434 43 a44 0014

4) A 4 .4A)) 6 4 33 4) '4- 25 04)

A 04-A 4' v14 
0"1 a

E-# >44 '44 
%A 43 a 1 44 44 '44 1w4314 $44 14

am45 to-- 0 0 0 0 444 : 0 0.14.

C 00 M.t 0440 U 4 -A..

94 'U (7. 1: 04 14 11) 0 0 S! 0,

61 % a 0 $4 $ 0 V t 
0o 

14 -. 4U

a - 4 1 43 1 41 14 U4 0 14

U) e p 94 04 01 4140 414 44

ft 41 06 00 4 14 1 0 W 0 4 3 04-

04 1. 1$ 14 4 P. >4 3 43 'a 0 to 4 a

A. C44 " 6j- 0.S 0. 54 as .4 S443 0 111

14 4 >41 0 0 is05 && 4314 44 k4

>3 
toJ3.'4 

-,- 44 0 0 3 3 43 ~ 4 >

391 10 31- 4 A *a"1>

43 1 14)0 40 4k > > jV

a4 * C44 3

61
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Date -3 -*9v.4 I' Thermocouple numberI L" /0"TIFE-

Ambient temperature ___ _C Barometric pressure in. Hg

Calibrator SP Reference: mercury-in-glass SY-M.2 4(3F

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference thermometer potentiometer Temperature
point Sourcea temperature, temperature, differenceb
number (specify) cC C

I -E I0rl q '

-Agv tV ,3.5-,

aType of calibration system used.

bl[(ref temp, 0 C + 273) - (test thermom temp, °C + 273)10
ref temp, -C + 273 100 .5%.

Quality Assurance Handbook M5-2.5
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

I ,v P/A/6#A--

Date /____'. _ __ __ Thermocouple number 0!
Ambient temperature 24 OC Barometric pressure 9LI./7- in. Hg

Calibrator t 15e,/ Reference: mercury-in-glass /V6-

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature_
point Source temperature, temperature, difference,c
number a (specify) 0C cC ac "

o ICor -

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.
bType of calibration system used.
c[(ref temp, OC + 273) - (test thermom temp, 0C + 273)1
L ref temp, OC + 273 J 100<1.5%.
*mv srI rS& wIT0fPi, /L o rp

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

.I'o

Date /_ _ _ _ _ _Thermocouple number D
Ambient temperature 2k- C Barometric pressure 2..9./7s in. Hg

Calibrator 6 Reference: mercury-in-glass NSS
5 C 77other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature _
point Source temperature, temperature, difference, c

number a  (specify) 0C 0CVCti-

CI c) 0

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.

bType of calibration system used.
c[(ref temp, "C + 273) - (test thermom temp, 0C + 273)]

ref temp, OC + 273J 100<1.5%.

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Date /_ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ Thermocouple number 
1 3

21.7-37- L
Ambient temperature *oC Barometric pressure Z./7Y in. Hg

Calibrator 4 / Reference: mercury-in-glass )&

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature_
point Source temperature, temperature, difference,c

number a (specify) cC 0C ec

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.

bType of calibration system used.
cl(ref temp, C + 273) - (test thermom temp, 0C + 273)]
c[(ref ~ ref temp, OC + 273J 100<1.5%.

9,twsr,8f. s7~s' /~d CfJeE.

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

I2~~o / M IN&Eq1~
Date / __i _ Thermocouple number /

zq, z3 7-/
Ambient temperature O 0C Barometric pressure ZIZ -in. Hg

Calibrator z 4 / Reference: mercury-in-glass JVAS

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature
point Source temperature, temperature, difference,c
numbera (specify) cC 0C 4 _. C

f347-A 00

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.
bType of calibration system used.
C[(ref temp, 0 C'+ 273) - (test thermom temp, OC + 273)1

L ref temp, OC + 273j 100<1.5%.9 ,mv~raL a J/77~44 i'e oF Rff~r

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Date 19d 7Y Thermocouple number

Ambient temperature - 'C Barometric pressure -,Z7 in. Hg

Calibrator 6 5R / Reference: merci.ry-in-glass /AS
other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature
pointa Source temperature, temperature, difference,c
number a (specify) 0C 0C

0 /C- 04,IO,
C) 1341- 74 6

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.

bType of calibration system used.

cr(ref temp, 0C + 273) - (test thermom temp, C + 273)]

L ref temp, OC + 273j 100<1.5%.

*7- E WMDM/ 'e, 0A ReEF
Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

Date /, __________Thermocouple number
2-9.1 37

Ambient temperature 2-4 0C Barometric pressure -1,175- in. Hg

Calibrator 6*vW45V/1 Reference: mercury-in-glass ",6-5

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperature
point Source temperature, temperature, difference c
number a (specify) 0C 0C A OC.

- 7rF 0f3774p IL1 .5

aEvery 300C (500F) for each reference point.

bType of calibration system used.
Cl(ref temp, °C + 273) - (test thermom temp, oC + 273)]
L[(re temp, 0  ref temp, vC + 273-J 100<1.5%.

%m&'sr6 w .,7vkN /'C. of eZ.
Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK TEMPERATURE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA FORM

-~~ -n p,/N61St

Date )Q/2 f' Thermocouple number D7

Ambient temperature 2-b 0C Barometric pressure V4f./75- in. Hg

Calibrator 5w/ Reference: mercury-in-glass k4p3
5Cc77k

other

Reference Thermocouple
Reference b thermometer potentiometer Temperaturec
point Source temperature, temperature, difference,
number a (specify) 0C 0C

- 21

aEvery 30'C ( 0 F) for each reference point.

bType of calibration system used.

el(ref temp, 0C + 273) - (test thermom temp, °C + 273)1

L ref temp, OC + 273 100<1.5%.

vsr ag sorf, /c_ oF EF

Quality Assurance Handbook M2-2.10
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STACK SENSOR CALIBRATION: 19-20 Oct 88
REFERENCE TEST

SENSOR TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE
# (deg K) (deg K)

X axis Y axis
---------------------------------

PI 273.30 273.60 Regression Output:
371.90 373.60 Constant -4.30
447.00 450.20 Std Err of Y Est 0.20

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.29%

P2 273.30 273.60 Regression Output:
371.80 373.60 Constant -4.27
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.11

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.25%

P3 273.30 274.10 Regression Output:
371.90 374.10 Constant -2.96
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.03

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.01
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.11%

P4 273.30 273.60 Regression Output:
371.80 373.60 Constant -4.27
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.11

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02

Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.27%
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P5 273.30 274.10 Regression Output:
371.90 373.60 Constant -3.03
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.37

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.01
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.08%

P6 273.30 273.30 Regression Output:
371.90 373.60 Constant -5.03
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.09

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.37%

P7 273.30 273.30 Regression Output:
371.90 373.60 Constant -5.03
447.60 450.80 Std Err of Y Est 0.09

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.37%

P8 273.60 273.60 Regression Output:
371.80 373.00 Constant -4.75
449.40 452.40 Std Err of Y Est 0.39

R Squared 1.00
No. of Observations 3.00
Degrees of Freedom 1.00

X Coefficient(s) 1.02
Std Err of Coef. 0.00

% Deviation @ 2000 F(1093.3 K) = 1.25%
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APPENDIX K

EPA Co~uter Progrin Emissions Calculations
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SNLIMER JN; NUMEF RUN NUMBER
eS c ,, . " 3 THREE 0 o '1 sr 3

1T.3P y. 8.99"0~RTE KMETER BOX Y.0.9930 8.991

. iN H: DELTA H'
$ .'4fl p t' 1 .A 9e RL: 1 ,86 P8 RPU

. -....FR PRESS
.... .:oS2 BAR. 8flr PRESS S22.181

R ?E E R V0L ,, METER VOL ?

M - ' T ETP PI T T EM F 5' M TF. 3 2 .. FP

-jvt 5A. 0@(t@i~ F UK

.,~r -"THE - Fra:';% '. ; HEE G> OTHER 3 .0';
o.cm r-~r 8EPO-7E .ECOVEDI REFlRE
.... I. E G AO. . E- E F R E M O V E D B E ; F ,

;- GV MP TS DRY 0.3 METER D PRY GS METER 7

T:.TIC HOH IN ? TI H- N ,.

"T:¢ TEF, T C TDF',ST ICk TEMP,

"i-,7 .

- - , - - - :r '*-" - " .. . ."fl: ! i ' pjP ,

' O =T.: " L'W=$4': 015.

*. w. wv F .ilill" . ' -,..: C i27

NT ~Tk MOL W4T :THE;?:

7 1:0 ?- ' K ,E!

M1W WEI Cr :

P,-"S SQRT PSTS ?
TIME F: M N 8?" TIME IN

9 : 60. P UI. 6A.o p illP..

."! T' .E DIP '7 NOZZLE D1

?7:K UP :Ni- '  .'TKD IC STK{ DIA INCH ... .. . F 1 - 5$ F " 5Ai. B e pr; .

7. 7.21VOL MF STD 72.37-2

.. L • C " - . . .MT * VOL MTR 'ST
5TK FS Er - .STK PRES A SS 2M BSE 2. e....STK PRES F Pt = 9. -

VOL .0H GAPS 1,41
VL 4OS GP z 1.,- MOISTURE T4.18 OL . GAIS = 5.'
,/ -'tKC7URE = 7.89 % MUOL RE R = .1. 72..

MOL DRFY :S = 8961 MOL DRY GPS 0 8,958 MOL DRY GAS = a.947

% H!TROGEN -NITOGE 79,2: NITROGEN = 79,3A

MOL MT Tp E = 2. WD MOL WT PY = 29.49 MOL WT DRY 39.4
MOL WT WEM WET 29. MOL WT WET = 2.82
VELOC:Y FPS - ELOCITY FPS 19..9 VELOCITY FPS :S.53
STACK FE : 23.7 STICK AREP = 23.7. STCK QRE :

CTQ:' STACK 'A~nc CFM =28 ,390. -~, m 2

....$~:* - - - - - *:,PC .,.F . -::., x T% ,'1.5
, - -- ' . ': : - : ; 1v" ", 4 C-
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XROM WSSFL '

RUN NUMBER
2. 1080 PIY;

VOL MTR STD ?

STACK DSCFM ?
17,632.08008P Rh

FRONT 1/2 MC 1
I,74JN. m 3 Rl-

BACK 12 MG ?

F GR/DSCF 0.8899
F NC'MMM = 1,853.319e
P LB'HR t22.40@5
F KGHR 51 55,5

RUN N{ ' BEF

VOL MTR STD ?
32.193 PY,

STACK nSCFM ?

FRONT 12 MG "
255.2 .@00 RL!

BACK I"A MG

F GR'DSF 8.22
F MvNMNM - 279.94@3

SKGR'HF ;A-

RUN NUMBER
3.28 PU'

VOL MTR STD ?
32.372 r!.' 2

STACK DSCFM ?
1?,285..88 P UN

FRONT 1/2 MC ?
306.8 0 Pi

BACK 1/2 MG'I

F GR/DSCF = e.I

F MG'MMM 333.81
LB/HP 21.61

F KUGHR 9.8
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~:Ro ~*M*TXROP 'NETW
. - RUN NUMBER RUN NUMBER

ij , TWO P, I, . THREE 60.Lef M

P!- METER BOX Y? METER BO,X Y?
.... r DELTP H ' 2 DELTA ?

BAR PRESS ? BAR PRESS I
BAR . METE R 292680 RUP' 29.26608 Rpl

:' 2600e ;y METER VOL ? METER VOL ?
30.8878 I U 38. 8298P. >;METER V&'', :3&O03.2@ ?

3.4130 Q. MTR TEMP F' TR TEMP 7?
"K TEMP F;- 64.8 88 SL@N

52.00 P& % OTHER GAS % OTHER GAS
% .;'E P!'- REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE

REYED 6EORF DRY GAS METE; R DRY GS METER ?

MRY GA METEST 1CTT HOP IF STTI(c HH IN I

3 qP'7U TEMP. 3 .CK TEMP.

3 0.i 0 0 C 1 k WATER i

T'O -3dI.~ .5008 Py~

w!M.

%, .. 0- co

072 7.00 Q0~ ;80 Pl

S2, TM % OXYEEN'
1!,800 PP; . 38:8,

% ccO'- ? C 027

* OL WT OTHER 4 MOL WT OTHE9

R.,d =2"1 7.2- Mild -2% 81
,he, =2& 1.7, MWI WiET=2, 07 MW WE?,- M..

SORT PSS 2Q.SRT PUSTS 2
5- PRT : 2173 VO L.0339 ONAS .U

E M 7,3 27 TIME MIN ? TINE MN ".
-. MOIST!PE 603 MOL ? @RNO piL .A 6, 0 R:

MOLE D P S- .IRE 80 RO' E .380 F0,
.380 UK:. DIP INCH ") STK DIP INCH 2D' ,,iA NC 66.08 IU 6E., 0@0 RU! ;

•LVOL MTR ET 29., VOL MTR WTD 2 9.777
EOTR S 3:.!3 STAK PRERES .2..,2! STAK PRES RES = 29.25STK PRE5 ABS = 29.25 VOL NON GAS = !73 VOL HOH CP!S = 1,62

VOL HPH GAS = 2,02 % MOISTURE = 5,.57 % MOISTURE .17%, MOISTURPE = 6.03 ROL DRY GAIS = 9.94! ROL IDRY GAIS = 0.94.8
ROL DRY CPS = 0.94P %, NITROGEN = 830.40 % NITROGEN = 8e,3e
% NITROGEN = Se,3e ROL WT DRY = 29,72 ROL NT D)RY = 29.81
MOL WT DP? = 2?,.e3 MOL WT WET x 29,97 ROL WT NET = 29.20
ROL WT WET = 2,.!.2 VELOCITY FPS z 15,. VELOCITY FPS = 14.83
VELOCITY FPS : 18.R7 STA CK AIREA = 23,76 STA CK IQRE4 = 237,S.
.374CK 4RE4 = " STACK AICF'O z 21.817, STACK RUC M % 21,!3j,

STCK Op = * STACK !,SCFN !361-. * STAC!: 2SCFM = ! ,72!.
•7 ;::,, z :j ISOVI(ET!C z ?6,?d % ISOKINETIC r 9'.77
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MPOM "MPSSFLC'

RUN NUMBER
4,28 Ri!"

VOL MTR STD?
31.539 RI!.U

STACK DSCFM 1
16,4!6.808 RI2

FRONT i/2 MC '
484.58 Rli

BACK 1/2 MG?

F GR/DSCF = 8.24
F MG/MN?: 542.4?

CV .C 77

RUN NUM'FF4E lv1"

L .. ,I

29,4T .4 P
STA..'K D,:- .,, .

F P.0 T 2 !": '.'

1 .c:J

F G'"F D S 8CF
F MG/MMM 4 '. .5

F LB/,H: = .
F NF. = 5.6-3

RUN NUMBER
4. 7 P

VOL MTR 5Th

STACK DSCFM ^
13,721.8e R'1

FRONT !/2 IG
249.48 RI. .

BACK 1/' MG ?8.80 RI.U

F GR,,DSCF = 8.13
F MG/MMM 295.7S
F LB/HR 15.20

F KGH= 6.90
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F'fll, -!4F'Hu .v pI-fr " v e" -

RUN NUMEEF RUN NUMBER RUN NUMBEP
9N2t &oe( 5 El:. Ti4O gorje~r g' THREE

METER BOX '7 METER BOX . @ METER BOX Y-
DELT DELTA HDELT H'B.04 P Rt:' 1.E~i P.-$ U: I.9.98 RU'

mpPESBAR PRESS BA ~RESSc.. P U...... 2.2P@ PU;
METE - METER VOL 7 METER VOL 7

,1.49@0 P., 4& 8.228 0 9.s q!"p
MIR TEF F- MTR TEMF F? MTR TEMP ';

X OTHE- ; % OTHER GAS %" OTHER gS
REMOVErD -E' REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEF.FEDR' G ET DRY GAS NETER DR? GP" METER

STP7.C " "i' STATIC HOP INK STATIC J'J 1,

STAC 7,* "  !25 STACK TE fllP , SU C T ". . 2 5epq

so @NO "Q...... 
7. A,, R!

ML I ML bu
5.. 4430 Qsu :w3t; 5p2@

% % H, ...

" -< :-,..% 04 % .C .-5

' . .. _,O . .
1

L ....# .

L SRI 7,0 .

" .~~ C ," % ; % N :

ph NOL WT ;THE MOL kT THE

for MWd =29, , M~d :."6
No NE- MW WET=29. 3 MN w 2. 07

39.SQ .T P3 S0R t  F-- - ,. . . "- : '., .. -.. '.,.8':- U
TIME R. TIME MIN 3 TIME NN5-8..888.8. 8 '' e "6.8888 P'" R..e pp.!

0 ON k80 T.6 NN&LE :y NOZZLE DIP I HE .' .S7• P I. :3 8 ..CEIOI R';
?TK H INCH. STK DIP INCH ?61.80O O '- 620.R0- F, 6. 0A0 . "

VOL MTP : =t4 J7* VOL MTR STD :?,977 s VOL MTR ..n : 4.60STK P: 5C : ? 7: ST PRES PBS - 21.3 STY PRES PS = 292:
.H.....:'. VOL HOH GAS = 2,! VOL HOH GAS = 2.50

" MO'IUR : . % MOISTURE = 5,il % MOISTURE : 5.54:OL 'F : MOL DRY GAS = 8.5 MOL DRY GA: = 9.94!
'% :T;OGEN = 80,qO % NITROGEN m ,O % NITROGEN = 80.N
MOL WT Rp- : 29.3 4OL WT DRY 2= ,.2 MOL WT DRY : 25.684OL W WET = 29,12 MOL WT WET : 29.87 MOL WT WET : 2?.8
VELO.Ty ;DS = 27. VELOCITY FPS - 21-73 VELOCITY FPS = 23.14STCK . E' :Q 3.7 STACK PREP : 23.7E STACK PREP 23.76STACK A... - 34 .. STACK PCFM = 8?73. STACK RUM = 32 Q84,
ST .. C 9!f. * STACK DSPFW : "2,:":? * STPNCK : 2!.

.. VI,.. : .-7.: " ISOKINE'V" : E..: ... cfTrI .": : 1
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RUN NUMBER
5.1082 PUC'

VOL MTR STD 2
44. 37,0 R!C

STACK DSCcm .
....916..A00 P"i;!9' . 6. (Wlo l;

FRONT 1,/2 Mi?
1..077,70F "-

0.0000 ;L'

F GR/DSCF 0.74" .
F MG..MMM R57.7 574

LE/H' = 77,2M
F KG/H/ = 7.3163

W'OM "MA9.S7-' ' ;

PUN HUMMEP

VOL r~ ....

STAC:K DSO.F ?7
H I. 8,1" .RH ;.1.

FRONT '2 M;".
4' 2 .4c'fl F''

BAU ,

F GRiD CF - . 9
F MG'/MMM -fdA8

F L B / HFP =; 7, 7 3
F K:/HP = 32.@863

XPOM "MA.PSF: ' !'

RUN NUMBER
j.7008 Py.

VOL MTF 'Tjr ?
42.6610 P U:

STACK f'SCFm ?
21,901.0000 Pl.,

FRONT 1/2 MG ?
1,746.7080 RU!,

BACK !/2 M6I
8.8@88 RUN,

F GR/DSCF 0.6318
F MG/MMM 1-45.886!
F LB,'NR = :9.137.
F KG/HR = 54.4?
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APPENDIX L

EPA Nethod 9 Certification



ie Texas Air Control Bcard
Certifies That

RAYMOND A. CINTRON
Has - ipl 'e a course corndutted by The Texas Air Contrl Board and
hos mat Ow requimments for evaluatig visble emlealore.

4X°Lu.aipmber T4 1990

March IS, 1991
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